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ABSTRACT
The uniform droplet spray (UDS) forming process has been developed to enable
precise control of droplet thermal states and the resultant material microstructure of the
deposit. By having a uniform droplet size throughout the spray, all the droplets deposited
onto a substrate will have the same thermal state upon impact, allowing for precise control
of the solidification process within both the droplets and the deposit.
In this study, a one-dimensional, finite difference model was created to predict the
temperature and liquid fraction of the deposit during the UDS process. The model employs
an explicit temperature-enthalpy method to incorporate a variety of solidification
assumptions. Experiments were conducted using Sn-15wt.%Pb binary alloy to validate the
model. Temperatures were measured in the deposit and acceptable agreement with the
simulation was obtained.
Modeling has shown that the deposit thermal state is highly dependent on variations in
spray conditions, which are predicted using droplet trajectory and droplet thermal models.
Further modeling of the individual droplet splats immediately after impact revealed that
three phases of solidification exist: droplet solidification; droplet splat solidification; and
consolidated deposit solidification, each with significantly different cooling rates. By
manipulating process parameters, the percentage of solidification within each of these three
stages can be shifted, resulting in changes in final microstructure. By using the deposit
thermal model, the relationship between process parameters and solidification behavior can
be understood to obtain the desired microstructure and material properties.
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Jung-Hoon Chun
Title: Edgerton Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Nomenclature
As top surface area of the deposit, in 2
cp specific heat, J / kg OC
Co initial concentration of solute.
Ce concentration of the solute in the liquid phase
C, concentration of the solute in the solid phase
dd droplet diameter, m
f, liquid fraction
fp droplet generation frequency, sec
h convection heat transfer coefficient at the surface, W / in 2 OC
hc contact coefficient at the deposit interface, W / m 2 OC
heq equivalent contact coefficient of a droplet, W / in 2 oC
H enthalpy, J / kg
H d enthalpy of the droplets upon impact, J / kg
H e enthalpy of the liquid, J / kg
Hs enthalpy of the solid, J / kg
Hsur enthalpy of the deposit at the surface, J / kg
k thermal conductivity, W/m OC
k, liquid thermal conductivity, WI m 'C
ks solid thermal conductivity, W / inC
K partition coefficient
ni average mass flow rate of the metal spray, kg / sec
t time, sec
T temperature, OC
To temperature at the bottom of the substrate, OC
Tg temperature of the inert gas, OC
Te liquidus temperature of the alloy with the initial concentration, Co , OC
Tr reference temperature, OC
Ts deposit surface temperature, OC
TM melting temperatures of the primary phase, OC
AHf, 1 latent heat of fusion for the primary species, J / kg
AHf, 2 latent heat of fusion for the secondary species, J / kg
A t time step, sec
Az increase in element size, m
E emissivity of the deposit surface
Sdeposit thickness at time t, m
Ss droplet splat thickness, m
5" substrate thickness, m
p density, kg / m 3
Ca Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W / m 2 K 4
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
For the production of parts or materials with optimal properties, spray forming offers
an attractive alternative to conventional casting. This is due in large part to rapid
solidification within the droplets during flight and incremental solidification at the deposit
surface [1, 2]. Through incremental solidification, the solidification rate is directly
controlled, resulting in control of the material microstructure. Numerous studies have
shown that these processes can produce rapidly solidified materials with uniform, fine,
equiaxed microstructure and little phase segregation in a variety of alloy systems [3-10].
Although these studies are promising, substantial porosity and material property variation
are present in the deposit. These problems are a result of two separate issues:
1) Process complexity which makes control difficult, and
2) A lack of applied process modeling for understanding of the physics
within the process.
For these reasons, the full potential of spray forming concept has not been realized [11].
The problem with most metal spray processes is the inherently coupled nature of the
delivery system (see Appendix A and B). Manipulating any one process parameter affects
several other parameters, so that certain ideal conditions are difficult to obtain. Spray
atomization is an example of this. This process relies upon an impinging gas jet to break
up the molten stream and cool the droplets. If the parameter which needs changing is
droplet size, this may require a higher velocity jet. This change would also cause the drops
to cool quicker and disperse wider. Therefore, the process may not have the capability to
independently adjust parameters needed to achieve the optimal condition. It is for this
reason that, in practice, processes are optimized by adjusting independent process-specific
parameters such as spray distance or the ratio of gas to metal spray. Ideally, however, the
statistical study should be based on physical parameters within the system, such as droplet
temperature. Physical parameters have a direct influence on the material microstructure.
Knowledge-based optimization will result from understanding them.
Process modeling of existing spray processes is difficult due to the complexity and
variation within the spray. Gas atomization, for example, results in a spray with a wide
distribution of droplet diameters and trajectories. Droplets of different sizes will solidify at
different rates, resulting in a spray which contains liquid and partially liquid droplets and
solid particles. The relative gas velocity and turbulence intensity within the spray also
varies, adding further to the droplet thermal state variation. Therefore, only an averaged
droplet thermal state can be used in characterizing the process [12, 13]. Due to the lack of a
rigorous method to measure the droplet temperature in situ, these calculations cannot be
validated and therefore should be questioned.
Because of these complexities, the thermal spray industry remains heavily reliant upon
recipes and process-specific parameters determined through experimental trial and error. In
many cases, this practice is the only practical option, resulting in a lack of understanding of
the physical phenomenon that determines the final product. These problems have resulted
in a restricted range of attainable microstructures, frequent problems of porosity [10, 11],
and limited utilization of process models.
The UDS process was developed to overcome these shortcomings [14-15]. The
uniform droplet size within the spray provides a consistent and uniform droplet thermal
state upon impact, allowing for simplified modeling, process control, and characterization
[16].
1.2 The UDS process
The UDS process employs the concept of laminar jet instability to create a uniform
droplet metal spray. A schematic diagram of the UDS apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The uniform droplet spray apparatus
The molten metal contained in a heated crucible is ejected with applied pressure through a
small orifice at the bottom of the crucible, forming a laminar jet. The jet is broken at the
desired frequency by vibrations generated by a piezoelectric transducer to form a stream of
uniform droplets. As it breaks from the jet, each droplet is then electrically charged by a
DC voltage charging plate to prevent merging with other droplets. Having the same
polarity, the droplets repel each other and form a diverging spray. The droplets are then
deposited onto a temperature- and motion-controlled substrate to produce the desired
deposit shape and microstructure. An example of the solidified droplets produced with the
UDS process is given in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Uniform powder produced using Uniform Droplet Spray.
The geometry and microstructure are controlled by three key design parameters: 1) the
mass flux distribution to the substrate; 2) the droplet thermal state; and 3) the deposit
thermal state. The relationships between the controllable process parameters and these
design parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3. The orifice diameter, jet velocity, and break-up
frequency determine the droplet diameter, while the crucible pressure controls the initial
velocity of the droplets. The combination of initial velocity, charging voltage, and droplet
diameter determines the spray cone angle and the mass flux distribution. Substrate distance
and motion can then be manipulated to control the geometry of the deposit. The melt
temperature and droplet velocity determine the temperature of the
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Fig. 3. Process flow chart
droplets along their flight path. With the droplet enthalpy and mass flux determined, the
substrate temperature can be manipulated to control the thermal state of the deposit.
1.3 Research description
The research involves modeling and experimentation of the UDS process.
Specifically, a computer model has been generated to simulate the heat transfer and
solidification within the growing deposit. This model serves as a tool for predicting and
optimizing the thermal conditions at the deposit to obtain the ideal or desired microstructure
and the resulting material properties. The formulation of this model is described in chapter
2.
Experiments were performed using Sn-15wt. %Pb alloy to validate the deposit thermal
model. In the validation process, other models were utilized to simulate the jet breakup
[17], droplet trajectory [18], and droplet thermal state [19] within the spray. Fig. 4
illustrates schematically the relative order and scope of the three models. These models
were modified to obtain two critical spray parameters at the point of impact: the droplet
thermal state and the spray geometry.
i
Wave
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Fig. 4. Computational models within the UDS process
The impact of changes to the spray conditions on the deposit thermal state have been
explored. In comparing the experiments with the simulation, the impact of several other
assumptions are quantified. The experimental validation and sensitivities are given in
chapter 3.
The droplet model was also utilized to model the rapid solidification which occurs
within the individual droplet splats directly after impact. The difference between this
modeling and that of the overall deposit is in the time and length scale of the simulation.
The validation of the experiment considered the macroscopic or "time averaged" deposit
thermal state. This modeling treats the spray as continuous with perfectly distributed mass
flow within the spray. In reality, the spray is comprised of discrete droplets which impact,
cool, and solidify independently until they reach the deposit surface temperature. The
microscopic model predicts the rate of solidification of the individual droplet splat,
revealing the extent of solidification which occurred rapidly. This analysis is described in
chapter 4.
Chapter 5 examines the microstructure of the deposit created during the validation
experiment. The microstructure includes both the grain morphology and the compositional
variation within both phases. SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) analysis is performed
to demonstrate the variation of material microstructure due to the variation of deposit
conditions which occurred during the experiment. The composition of the deposit has been
examined to gain insight into the solidification assumptions which influence the results of
the deposit thermal model.
Chapter 2
MODEL FORMULATION
2.1 Introduction
During spray deposition, droplets land on the deposit surface one by one, generating
discrete mass and enthalpy fluxes. However, if the deposition rate is high and only the
time-averaged thermal state in the deposit is desired, the thermal modeling can be simplified
by treating the discrete mass and enthalpy flux as continuous. That is the assumption in
this model as well as in other existing models of spray forming deposition (see Appendix
C). Other assumptions made to simplify the model are that: (1) convective liquid flow
within the deposit is negligible, i.e., only conduction is considered; and (2) transverse
thermal gradients within the deposit and substrate are negligible. Therefore, a one-
dimensional model is used. The coordinate system employed for modeling deposit
solidification and growth is shown in Fig. 5.
Orifice
Spray radius
at impact
Fig. 5. Coordinate system for substrate and deposit
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2.2 Governing equations
The deposit thermal model can be formulated by considering the balance between
enthalpy change and conduction heat transfer at any location within the deposit and the
substrate. The governing energy equation can be described as:
k = p  (1)
where k is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, p is the density, and H is the
enthalpy.
For the substrate, the thermal conductivity and specific heat are assumed to be
independent of temperature, and the enthalpy is a function of the temperature only;
therefore, the enthalpy can be written as:
H = cp (T- T,. ) for z < ) (2)
where Cp is the specific heat of the substrate and Tr is the reference temperature.
For the deposit, the thermal conductivity and the enthalpy are functions of the liquid
fraction, fe , and are assumed to be:
k (fe)=.f k+(l1-f) ks, for z >) (3)
H =ftH , +(1 -f( )H, for z > ) (4)
where kg and ks , respectively, are the liquid and solid thermal conductivities, and H
and Hs are the enthalpies of the liquid and solid, respectively. While the enthalpy of the
solid deposit is only a function of the specific heat, that of the liquid deposit must also
account for the latent heat of fusion. For a binary alloy, they are respectively assumed to
be:
Hs = cP(Cs, T ) dT , (5)
.T
H t = cp(C/,T ) dT +(1-C,)AHf, I + C AHf 2  (6)H r6
where C, is the concentration of the solute in the solid phase, C, is the concentration of
the solute in the liquid phase, and AHf, 1 and AHf, 2 are the latent heats of fusion of the
primary and secondary species, respectively. The enthalpy change resulting from the heat
of mixing of the two elements is considered later in Chapter 4.
Knowledge of the temperature-enthalpy relationship is required to solve equation (1).
This relationship is determined by the solidification model employed.
2.3 Solidification model
The Scheil equation, which assumes no diffusion in the solid phase, complete
diffusional mixing in the liquid phase, and local equilibrium at the solid-liquid interface, is
adopted here for binary alloy solidification. In the Scheil equation, the interface
compositions can be written in terms of liquid fraction [20] as:
C, = Co.fl (K - 1),  (7)
Cs = K Co.ft (K -) (8)
where Co is the overall concentration of solute and K is the equilibrium partition
coefficient. By assuming the solidus and liquidus slopes are constant, the liquid fraction
can be expressed in terms of temperature [20] as:
f = ( TM- T ) K(9)TM -T,,,
where T V[ and Tj are the melting temperatures of the primary phase and liquidus
temperature of the alloy, respectively. By combining equations (4) through (9), the explicit
temperature-enthalpy relationship can be obtained.
The solidification model presented here can be easily adjusted through the temperature-
enthalpy relationship. Other solidification models can be employed which may account for
dependencies in thermo-physical properties, the impact of the heat of mixing, or non-
equilibrium solidification.
2.4 Boundary conditions
At the top surface of the deposit, the boundary condition is determined by the balance
of energy across the surface (which includes conduction into the deposit), the enthalpy flux
from the spray, and convection and radiation to the surroundings:
k (T) aT rn (H d-H) - h (Tr-T,) - C(TE T4) 4
where ý is the deposit thickness at time, t, nh is the average mass flux of the metal spray,
H d is the enthalpy of the droplets at impact, Hs is the enthalpy of the deposit at the
surface, As is the top surface area of the deposit, h is the convection heat transfer
coefficient, Ts is the deposit surface temperature, Tg is the temperature of the inert gas, o
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and e is the emissivity of the deposit surface.
Deposition rate and droplet enthalpy, which determine the enthalpy flux, are predicted
using the droplet trajectory and thermal models described above. Since the control
temperature at the bottom of the substrate, To , is held constant, the boundary condition at
the bottom is simply stated as:
T = T,, (11)
To determine the deposit thermal state, it is necessary to know the thermal state and
spatial distribution of the droplets upon impact. The droplet trajectory model [18] and
thermal model [19] have been previously created to simulate the spray and to obtain inputs
for the deposit thermal model.
2.5 Computational considerations
The deposit thermal model uses a one-dimensional explicit finite difference method to
determine the enthalpy, temperature, and liquid fraction of the deposit. Discretized
equations are given in Appendix D. A variable grid is employed to account for the growing
deposit. The top element of the deposit grows at each time step by the amount:
Az = in At (12)
p As
where Az is the increase in element size and A t is the time step. Once the top element
reaches a specified size, it is split into two elements, leaving a smaller element at the top,
which will continue to grow. The time step is continually adjusted as a function of the
smallest element size to minimize computing time by employing the following stability
criteria [20]:
At = ca AT 2 (13)
where c is a constant adjusted to 0.003 to provide an accuracy of 99.99%, based on
computational trials and a is the thermal diffusivity of the deposit.
A schematic of the model flow chart is shown in Fig. 6. The deposition area is
determined by the droplet trajectory model. The rate of deposit thickness growth, , is
calculated by considering mass conservation:
dS d f
-= r -f (14)(it 6 As (14)
where dd is the droplet diameter and fp is the droplet generation frequency.
Input Files
_ tOputt Files -
Temperature, Enthalpy Solidification Time,
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of deposit solidification model
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Fig. 7 illustrates the deposit and substrate element grid as well as a schematic of two
solidification scenarios. By employing the enthalpy method, the solidification is assumed
to be morphology independent, therefore, the solidification front and element grids are
independent. If the thermo-kinetics of a planar interface were employed [21], the model
would be forced to maintain a distinct interface with no mushy region. This type of model
is beneficial in calculating the rate of solidification under significant undercooling,
however, it is incorrect when modeling dendritic solidification with a substantial mushy
region.
variable
grid size
to capture
detail in
high gradient
region.
substrate/deposit
interface
Tcontrol
in, Hd
S convection
Computational
dendridic
morphology
fiquid_
mushy
region
Solid
Physical Phenomena
Fig. 7. Deposit element schematic
The model was programmed to be simple to utilize and flexible. Instructions for the
model are given in Appendix E. This was accomplished by developing a set of input files,
which are listed in Appendix F.
a distinct
solid/liquid
interface
Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
3.1 Experiment description
A schematic of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 8. An instrumented copper
substrate, 50 mm in diameter and 25 mm in thickness, was placed on an x-y linear table in
a chamber filled with nitrogen gas.
Uniform droplet spray apparatus
Fig. 8. Overall experimental setup
Figs. 9 and 10 show schematics of the copper substrate before and after the experiment.
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Fig. 9 Substrate setup before experiment began
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Fig. 10. Substrate setup after experiment finished
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Two thermocouples were imbedded at the substrate surface to measure the temperature
drop across the substrate/deposit interface. One thermocouple was placed adjacent to the
heaters to provide feedback to the substrate temperature controller. The substrate was
heated by two 75 W cartridge-type resistance heaters, embedded 20 mm below the top
surface. During the experiment, thermocouples were placed onto the deposit surface at 5
mm, 9 mm, 28 mm, and 38 mm from the substrate surface to minimize the effect of the
presence of thermocouples on the droplet spray and on the deposit thermal state. Since the
experiment was performed in an enclosed chamber, a servo motor was employed to place
the thermocouples into position one at a time. A photograph of the substrate taken after the
experiment is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11. Photograph of the deposit after the deposition experiment
Experiments were performed to directly measure the temperature of the deposit during
spray deposition for verification of the deposit thermal model. A high liquid fraction was
desired at the deposit surface, so that the thermal behavior throughout the solidification
regime could be observed and the accuracy of the Scheil equation in this situation could be
verified. This was accomplished by manipulating deposition rate and droplet thermal state.
The experimental conditions were designed using the droplet trajectory and thermal
models. The experimental conditions are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental conditions
Melt temperature in crucible
Pressure difference across orifice
Orifice diameter
Distance from orifice to substrate
Droplet charging voltage
Piezoelectric frequency
Substrate temperature, T
4(W)OC
10 kPa
125 itm
38 mm
650, 600, and 550 volts
7.36 kHz
172 0C
By providing multiple heating and cooling cycles, various thermal conditions were obtained
for testing the deposit thermal model. To accomplish the objectives, the substrate was
moved into the spray for 35 seconds and then withdrawn from the spray for 10 seconds.
This cycle was repeated 18 times. Charging plate voltage was also adjusted during the
experiment to provide a narrower spray, and therefore a higher deposition rate over a
smaller area. This voltage was first decreased from 650 V to 600 V at 85 seconds into the
experiment and then again to 550 V at 180 seconds into the experiment. The droplet
trajectory simulation predicted the changes in spray radius for the three charging plate
voltages used in the experiment as shown in Fig. 12. The deposit was built up to a
thickness of 47 mm, with each deposition cycle increasing the thickness by 2.6 mm on
average, reducing the droplet flight distance from 380 mm to 333 mm. The deposit
thickness history shown in Fig. 13 reflects the effects of the spray radius changes and
substrate motion.
20
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Fig. 12. Simulated spray radius vs. flight distance
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Fig. 13. Deposit thickness during the experiment
The thermal state of the impacting droplets changes with flight distance to the deposit
surface as the deposit builds up. Flight distances from 380 mm to 333 mm provide
droplets with a liquid fraction from 92% to 100%. Fig. 14 shows the droplet temperature
history along the flight path.
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Fig. 14. Simulated droplet temperature vs. flight distance
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3.2 Experimental results
Fig. 15 shows the measured temperatures of the deposit and substrate during the
experiment.
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Fig. 15. Measured temperatures in experiment
Temperature measurements for each thermocouple are shown from the different points at
which they were placed onto the surface of the deposit. In the first 400 seconds of the
experiment, very little temperature rise above the substrate temperature was seen.
Thereafter, an increase in deposition rate resulted in the continuous increase of the
temperature at the deposit surface. At 700 seconds into the experiment, the eutectic
temperature was detected 28 mm from the substrate, giving the first indication that liquid
was present in the deposit. During the last three deposition cycles, large temperature peaks
were observed at 38 mm from the substrate, revealing significant liquid fraction near the
deposit surface. After the final deposition cycle at 870 seconds, temperature at 38 mm
from the substrate cooled rapidly until it reached the eutectic temperature at 895 seconds.
Once the liquid eutectic solidified, it continued to cool at a rapid rate. Throughout the
experiment, the bottom of the substrate was held at 1720 C. After deposition had finished,
Distance from substrate
0 mm (surface)
5 mm
9 mm
28 mm
38 mm
fied
Eutectic temperature
Control temperature:
I I
I
the deposit surface cooled to 1670C, revealing the level of heat loss due to convection and
radiation to the surrounding gas and chamber, respectively.
3.3 Simulation of experiment
The deposit thermal model was run for the specific experimental conditions outlined in
Table 1. and the physical constants listed in Table 2. Both the deposition rate and droplet
thermal state variations given in Figs. 14 and 15 are included in the deposit thermal model
simulation. The algorithm employs an element thickness of 1.5 mm throughout the deposit
except at the top element, which starts at an initial thickness of 0.5 mm and grows until the
thickness is 2.0 mm, at which point it splits into two elements. The grid thickness in the
substrate varies from a thickness of 1.5 mm at the surface element to a thickness of 10 mm
at the bottom element.
Table 2. Physical constants of Sn-15 wt. %Pb
Melting temperature of Tin, TM 232.2 oC
Liquidus temperature, T, 212.7 OC
Conductivity of solid, ks 55.71 W/mOC
Conductivity of liquid, kg 27.81 W/mOC
Partition coefficient, K 0.096
Heat of fusion of Tin, AHf, 1 56570 Jkg
Heat of fusion of Lead, AHf, 2 26282 J/kg
Alloy specific heat, cp 221.6 J/kgOC
Alloy density, p 7.957 kg/m 3
Simulation results are given in Figs. 16 through 18. The simulated temperatures at
locations which correspond to the positions of the thermocouples during the experiment are
shown in Fig. 16. The temperature predicted at 38 mm from the substrate is initially lower
than the measured temperature. For subsequent deposition cycles, however, the predicted
temperature is within 20C of that from the experiment at the same location. Temperature
predictions at a distance of 28 mm from the substrate are higher than in the experiment by
approximately 50C. At distances closer to the substrate, the simulated deposit temperatures
are higher than the experimental temperatures at the corresponding locations by
approximately 20C.
Figs. 17 and 18 show constant temperature and liquid fraction contours resulting from
the simulation. The top surface of the plot represents the deposit surface growing with
time. Temperature variations are significantly decreased, showing a constant presence of
liquid in the deposit beyond 600 seconds into the simulation. Fig. 18 shows that liquid
fraction begins building at 600 seconds and exceeds 45% before the simulation is complete.
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Fig. 16. Simulated deposit temperature at thermocouple locations within the deposit
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Fig. 18. Simulated liquid fraction (constant liquid fraction contours)
To determine the source of the discrepancy between the simulation results and the
experimental data, the cooling rates within the deposit are compared after the deposit is
completely solidified. This allows for a comparison between the simulation and the
experiment without the effects of solidification. The rate of temperature drop after
solidification is approximately 35% higher in the experiment than in the prediction. Also,
the deposit is predicted to become completely solid at 1050 seconds compared to the
experiment, which solidifies completely at 950 seconds. The additional 100 seconds
needed for the simulation to solidify is due to the accumulation of liquid which occurs from
a lower calculated heat extraction rate. The discrepancy in cooling rate can be explained by
considering two-dimensional aspects of the deposit in the experiment.
3.4 Comparison of experiment to simulation
The one-dimensional model presented thus far neglects area variations along the z-axis
as shown in Fig. 5. Increasing area closer to the substrate provides additional conduction
paths into the substrate. In addition, the transverse radiation and convection from the
lateral surfaces of the deposit are not accounted for. Since both of these phenomena would
produce a lower temperature, the one-dimensional model can be considered an upper bound
for the deposit temperature.
In order to estimate these effects, the deposit thermal model is modified to include area
variations along the z-axis and radiation and convection on the side surfaces. Radiation and
convection are added to each element through a source term. Because of the geometry of
the deposit, a temperature gradient is expected in the transverse plane. Since the modified
one-dimensional model still neglects any temperature gradient in the transverse direction,
the predicted temperature is an average of the temperature profile. The thermocouples, on
the other hand, are located along the z-axis in the deposit at the peak of the temperature
distribution in the transverse plane; therefore, the predicted temperatures will be lower than
the measured temperatures, constituting a lower bound on deposit temperature.
Fig. 19 shows the results of the one-dimensional model, the modified one-dimensional
model, and the experimental data. As shown in Fig. 19, the experimental results are bound
by these two simulations. As the deposit area is increased and the variation of area is
decreased, the upper and lower bound models will converge to the actual results.
Therefore, in the production of larger billets with uniform deposition areas, the deposit
thermal model would produce accurate results to be used in design and process control.
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Fig. 19. Comparison of simulations Vs experiment at 28 mm.
3.5 Sensitivity analysis
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Other factors which may have an effect on the simulation results include: 1) variations
in mass flux due to mass flow and spray angle changes; 2) the assumption of the Scheil
equation based solidification model; 3) the values of the thermo-physical properties used in
the simulation; 4) the degree of thermal resistance at the deposit/substrate interface; and 5)
the width or diameter of the deposit. The deposit thermal model can accommodate any
necessary refinements in terms of the above aspects of the simulation. The deposit model
was exercised at the experimental conditions to illustrate the impact of several assumptions
changes on the computational results.
Mass flow rate
The deposit thermal state was determined to be very sensitive to changes in deposition
rate. The simulation was run to show the impact of a change in deposition rate. The
deposition rate was decreased by 20% and 50% at 600 seconds into the simulation to show
the possible deposit thermal states which could have been generated in the experiment.
Fig. 20 shows the predicted effect of mass flux change on the deposit thermal state. This
sensitivity shows that by the judicious reduction of deposition rate, the deposit surface
could be maintained below or at the eutectic temperature. Additional reductions in
deposition rate would result in a completely solid deposit throughout the deposition. These
results illustrate the importance of a stable and controllable spray for consistent mass flux.
The sensitivity also demonstrates that by changing the mass flow rate on line, the thermal
conditions of the deposit can be continually modified.
Solidification model assumptions
The initial simulation neglected the heat of mixing as well as the impact of non-
equilibrium solidification. To quantify the impact of these assumptions, three cases were
evaluated. Fig. 21 shows the temperature-enthalpy relationship for each of them. The first
case applies the Scheil equation as described in chapter 2. The second case also uses the
Scheil equation and in addition, includes the change in enthalpy caused by the heat of
mixing. This was accomplished by adding the mixing term into the enthalpy as given by
Poirier [22] for both the liquid and the solid. The enthalpy was then referenced back to
250C (H = 0). Because the heat of mixing is higher in the solid phase than the liquid phase,
the effective heat of fusion for the alloy is lower. For the third case, the effect of rapid
solidification was qualitatively explored. When rapid solidification occurs, the
solidification front moves faster than the rate of solute diffusion, resulting in an entrapment
of solute which leads to a smaller percentage of eutectic compound.
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Fig. 20. Effect of mass flux changes on the deposit surface temperature
The dynamics of rapid solidification are different for every condition and cannot be
adequately modeled with an explicit temperature-enthalpy relationship. However, a straight
line assumption was chosen to capture the impact qualitatively. As with a rapidly
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Fig. 21. Temperature-enthalpy relationships
solidified material, this relationship assumes no eutectic material is present throughout
solidification.
Fig. 22. shows the simulated deposit surface temperature for the three solidification
cases. As expected, the addition of heat of mixing decreased the temperature of the deposit
and reduced the amount of liquid remaining at the end of deposition.
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Fig. 22. Effect of solidification assumptions on simulation results of the experiment
As a result, the deposit in the second case completely solidifies -50 seconds before that in
the first case. The third case, employing a straight line assumption which did not account
for heat of mixing, was also cooler than the baseline case, but for different reasons. The
straight line assumption causes more deposit to solidify at higher temperatures. As the
deposit is maintained at these higher temperatures, the driving thermal diffusive force
becomes greater, resulting in an increased cooling rate. At conditions in which the
solidification model is important, the deposit temperature is significantly high to limit the
amount of rapid cooling; therefore, given the relatively small effect on the final solution, it
appears that rapid solidification can be neglected on the macroscopic scale. The heat of
mixing, however, is significant and should be accounted for provided the data for the
material is available.
Deposit contact heat transfer coefficient
The phenomenon which determines the contact coefficient is difficult to account for in
this complex process. Thermal resistance is created by porosity or roughness between two
surfaces. Contact coefficient is usually of concern when two solid materials are brought
into contact with an applied pressure. A review of the literature reveals that most values of
contact coefficients in the described situation fall between 1,000 W / In 2 OC and 30,000
W / m 2 OC [23]. Since the droplets in spray forming are mostly liquid upon impact, the
deposited material can flow into microscopic gaps, making the contact better than in the
cases of two solids in contact.
A problem sometimes experienced in spray forming is that the deposit shrinks as it
cools, causing microshrinkage and gaps at the interface. These gaps cause an increase in
thermal resistance at the interface. In extreme cases, the deposit can contract and curl
upward upon cooling, resulting in a significant gap at the interface. However, since the
highest deposit temperature experienced in this study was approximately 2000 C and the
lowest temperature experienced in the deposition was 173oC, the amount of shrinkage is
small. As a result, it is safe to assume that the value of the contact coefficient is at the high
end or beyond the range experienced for two solids in contact.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine at what level of contact coefficient
appreciable changes in the temperature field are observed. Fig. 23 illustrates that the
temperature field starts changing significantly at a contact coefficient below 2000
W / m 2 OC. In light of the published data and the observed temperatures in the
experiment, the contact resistance at the deposit/substrate interface can be neglected.
Deposit width
Since the model is one dimensional, a key assumption is that conduction and
convection through the sides of the deposit are negligible. The comparison made in this
chapter between experimental and simulation clearly show the impact of the geometry of the
deposit. The model was run two different ways to bound the thermal solution. The
deposit thermal model assumes that the temperature is constant for a given ( (Fig. 5). The
convection added to the side of each element is assumed to be equal to that of the top
convection. In an attempt to determine at what diameter the two dimensional effects are
negligible, several different deposit diameters were applied to the model. The effects of
transverse convection and conduction can be neglected for geometries that show that the
two methods of solving result in a similar thermal solution.
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Fig. 23. Effect of contact coefficient on simulation results of the experiment
Fig. 24 shows the results of the simulation for three different deposit diameters. Once
the deposit width reaches 200 mm, the effect of transverse convection on the temperature
solution begins to diminish. It is therefore important to note that the experiments
performed will result in a temperature less than that of the ideal one dimensional case. To
make a generalized comparison, we consider the aspect ratio of the deposit, which is
defined as the deposit height divided by the deposit width. This study used a specific
deposit height which totaled 47 mm. Therefore the critical aspect ratio of the deposit is
0.25 at the calculated critical width of 200 mm. It should be noted that the model neglects
any gradient in the transverse direction and therefore these results should serve as only a
guide.
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Chapter 4
MICROMODELING OF DROPLET SPLATS
4.1 Introduction
The simulations presented thus far have treated the spray as continuous and uniform at
the deposit surface. This approximation is completely valid when looking at the
macroscopic, or 'time average,' thermal state of the deposit. However, by modeling the
deposit in this way, the initial rapid cooling and solidification which occurs in the droplets
upon and after impact is not explained. In cases where the deposit surface temperature is
lower than the melting temperature, the solidification will occur completely on the droplet
scale. For this situation, it is necessary to look at the solidification of the individual droplet
splat.
4.2 Assumptions
In order to utilize the deposit thermal model from chapter 2, several additional
assumptions had to be made. They are listed here and will be treated in more detail below:
1) The droplet splat solidification time is much longer than the spreading time.
2) The thermal resistance between the splat and the deposit surface is chosen to be
1 x 107 W /m 2 C.
3) The droplet splat becomes equal to the deposit surface temperature before the
next droplet arrives.
4) The splat solidification follows local equilibrium solidification.
1) To justify the first assumption, the results of a computational droplet study are compared
to calculated cooling times. As reported by Dykhuizen in a review paper on droplet impact
and solidification research [24], scaling arguments and experimental evidence have
indicated that the solidification time is typically two orders of magnitude longer than the
splat flow time. Computational studies performed by Liu and Dandy [25] show that for
similar size and composition, the droplets completed spreading in approximately 0.015
msec. The following results will show that solidification occurs over a significantly larger
time period, justifying the treatment of splat solidification as pure conduction in a stationary
splat.
2) To evaluate the influence of thermal resistance at the droplet interface, a 25 pLm splat
thickness, C is considered. The resistance within the droplet due to conduction through
the liquid is approximated by:
heq = k / (15)
where heq is the equivalent conductance through the droplet and C is the droplet thickness.
The value of heq is 1.2 x 106 W / m 2 °C for the experimental conditions described in
chapter 3. Typical values reported range from 1 x 104 W / n7 2 °C to 1 x 106
W / m 2 OC [26-29]. Provided that the reported values of contact coefficients are accurate,
this would suggest that the contact coefficient has an impact, since it is of the same
magnitude as the equivalent thermal resistance of the droplet splat. However, choosing a
value on the high end of the reported data would have less an effect. Since there is no
rigorous justification for applying a particular contact coefficient, the value was assumed to
be sufficiently high so that the contact resistance would be negligible. The contact
coefficient value was assumed to be 1 x 107 W / m 2 OC . This approach also puts an
upper bound on the rate of cooling and solidification within the droplets.
3) For the third assumption to be justified, the solidification time and frequency of impact
must be considered. A typical experiment creates 50,000 droplets per second or 1 droplet
every 20 p.sec. Assuming that the spray is 20 mm in diameter and that the droplets spread
evenly through the spray, a droplet will land at the same location approximately every 20
msec. The analysis will show that this assumption holds for nearly all the droplet
conditions in the experiment. At the deposit surface temperatures above the eutectic, the
droplet solidification cannot be complete although the initial solidification above the eutectic
still occurs within 20 msec.
4) The assumption of local solidification is the hardest to justify. The real case will
undoubtedly have rapid solidification which can only be modeled with a front tracking
model with a thermo-kinetic model which relates undercooling to interface velocity.
However, for illustrating the usefulness of the model at hand, local solidification will be
assumed. For future studies, the front-tracking algorithm included in the deposit thermal
model, which will not be addressed further here, can be utilized.
The droplet splat thickness was determined by comparing reported splatting geometries
from both experimental and computational research. The flattening ratio is given as a
function of Reynolds number, which is defined as:
p VDdRed - p (16)
where Red is the Reynolds number, V is the droplet velocity, Dd is the droplet diameter,
and p is the viscosity of the alloy. In the experiment, the droplet diameters were
approximately 236 jtm and the impact velocity was 2.76 m/sec, resulting in a Reynolds
number of 2,500. Several correlations have been published which estimate the flattening
ratio to range from 2.5 to 6.0 for this Reynolds number [30]. Using Jone's relationship
[26], a flattening ratio of 2.5 was calculated, resulting in a splat diameter of 586 jtm. For a
cylindrical splat, the thickness is 25 gLm.
4.3 Computational considerations
To adopt the deposit model to the droplet scale, several enhancements were made. In
the model the elements were reformulated to allow for a contact resistance between the splat
and the preexisting deposit. The deposit and droplet both used the same solidification
model of the macroscopic model. To run the droplet case, a row of elements is placed
upon the deposit elements at the temperature of the droplet upon impact. The difference
between the macroscopic model and the droplet splat, or 'microscopic model,' is the size of
the elements and the time over which the simulation occurs.
4.4 Simulation results
Experimental conditions were duplicated for three deposit surface temperatures to
address several droplet splat conditions which occurred over the length of the experiment.
Figs. 25 and 26 show the temperature at five different locations within the droplet. Fig. 25
shows the simulation for a deposit surface temperature of 153 0C. The model predicts that
the droplet will completely solidify in 4 msec. In contrast, Fig. 26 shows the same plot for
a surface temperature of 1820C. In this operating environment, the droplet continues to
solidify beyond 12 msec.
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Fig. 26. Droplet solidification at a deposit temperature of 182 0C
Fig. 27 compares the droplet splat surface temperature for four different deposit surface
conditions. The figure shows that even with relatively hot deposit surfaces, the
solidification rate above the eutectic does not change significantly.
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Fig. 27. Droplet surface temperature at different deposit conditions
4.5 Discussion
Many attempts have been made to characterize droplet microstructure in terms of
solidification rate, however, less attention has been given to the characterization of
microstructure in the droplet splat in terms of solidification upon impact. The simulations
exercised here offer a starting point for understanding the droplet splat phase of
microstructure development within the UDS process. These most significant aspect of
these results is that even with a deposit temperature at the eutectic point, rapid cooling at the
beginning of the splat cooling is present. The major influence of the deposit temperature is
on the extent of solidification which occurs rapidly during rapid splat cooling.
With the modeling of splat cooling on the microscale, an understanding of several
stages of cooling has now been gained. The thermal history and microstructural evolution
through the entire process is summarized below into three stage of cooling and
solidification:
1) Droplet flight - The droplet is cooled by convection to the surrounding gas and
radiation to the surrounding chamber as it is propelled to the substrate surface.
Nucleation can occur during the droplet flight as the droplet temperature reaches
some critical undercooling. Upon nucleation, a brief period of rapid
solidification will occur. The extent of this brief period of solidification is a
function of the amount of undercooling present at the time of nucleation. As
solidification occurs, latent heat is released, causing the droplet temperature to
rise until it reaches the liquidus temperature. This phenomenon is commonly
referred to as recalescence. Once the liquidus temperature is reached, a period
of slower cooling continues while the droplet is still in flight. The rate of
solidification is then driven by the heat extraction from the droplet until impact
is made with the deposit.
Before the next stage of solidification begins, the droplet splats upon impact to the deposit.
The droplet, whether fully molten, partially solid, or completely solid, impacts the surface,
causing the droplet to splat and deform. In the case where solid exists in the droplet,
fragmentation of the already solidified dendrites occurs, producing nucleation sites
throughout the splat. Similarly, if the deposit surface is partially liquid, fragmentation of
the deposit dendrites may also occur. In addition, liquid from the droplet or the deposit
surface will help to fill any voids which may initially exist when a substantially solid
droplet impacts. The amount of spreading will also influence the following stage of
cooling since a wider splat will create more contact with the cooler deposit.
2) Droplet splat rapid cooling - During and after droplet spreading, a second period
of rapid cooling occurs. The rate and extent of rapid solidification is driven by
the initial temperature difference between the droplet splat and the deposit
surface. This case is different from the rapid cooling in the droplet because
there is a significantly stronger heat sink which can be considered infinite in
comparison to the droplet. Therefore, the rapid cooling period will continue
until the droplet splat reaches the deposit surface temperature.
3) Deposit slow cooling - Once the droplet splat reaches the deposit surface
temperature, the splat can be considered consolidated into the deposit. At this
point and beyond, there is further solidification and cooling which occurs at a
much slower pace. This rate is driven by the macroscopic thermal evolution of
the deposit. The microstructure can then evolve through coarsening and
ripening mechanisms while the deposit is maintained at elevated temperatures.
Depending upon how process parameters are manipulated, the percentage of
solidification within each of these stages can be adjusted. For example, if fully molten
droplets are supplied, the first stage of solidification is completely eliminated. Further
manipulation can occur through the deposit temperature. At a deposit temperatures below
the eutectic, the solidification occurs rapidly within the droplet splat. At elevated deposit
temperatures, a larger portion of the solidification occurs slowly as the deposit cools
"macroscopically". By understanding how these individual portions contribute to the
evolution of microstructure, the process can be manipulated to obtain the desired final
microstructure.
Chapter 5
DEPOSIT MICROSTRUCTURE
5.1 Introduction
Up to now, this research has concentrated on the thermal state evolution of the droplets
and deposit. However, prediction of thermal state is ultimately needed to draw correlations
with the resulting microstructure, providing a connection between process parameters and
microstucture. With the thermal modeling of the entire process in place, correlation to
microstructure can now begin.
Microstructure can be split into two components: morphology and composition. The
morphology refers to the shape and size of the grains or crystal structure within the
material. The composition refers to the amount of solute in the primary and secondary
phases of the material as well as the extent of segregation. Morphology is believed to be
driven by two phenomena. The first is the mechanical fragmentation which occurs at the
point of droplet splatting [31]. The second is the thermal gradient and solidification rate
which naturally selects a morphology based on the minimization of energy [32]. The
composition on the other hand, is driven by the rate of solidification and the overall time at
elevated temperatures. At slow rates of solidification, solute distribution follows the
equilibrium phase diagram, which is defined by the physical constants listed in Table 2.
During rapid cooling conditions, deviations from equilibrium occur, resulting in less solute
rejection and higher percentages of solute.
The experiment in chapter 3 provides an excellent opportunity to understand the
microstructural evolution within the deposit. The experimental parameters were set such
that there was only a small fraction of solid within the droplets upon impact. Therefore, a
majority of the solidification and microstructural evolution occurred within the deposit.
Due to the adjustments made throughout the experiment, the deposit experienced a wide
range of temperatures. It is therefore possible to see the microstructural impact of different
thermal histories within a single experiment.
The microstructure deposit samples from the experiment were examined under an SEM
(model: JEOL Superprobe 733). Micrographs of the microstructure were taken and a
composition analysis through the deposit was performed.
5.2 SEM sample preparation
The Snl5wt.%Pb deposit was removed from the substrate intact. A transverse cross-
sectional slice, perpendicular to the substrate surface, was cut from the deposit and then cut
in two, creating a top and bottom sample. The two samples were mounted in clear-cast
epoxy and polished to a final grit size of 0.31.tm. A solution of 2 vol.% HCI - 5 vol.%
HNO3 in methanol was used to enhance the microstructures.
5.3 SEM micrograph results
Photographs were generated using the back scattered electron technique. Fig. 28
shows a summary of the microstructure at different distances from the substrate.
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Fig. 28. Schematic of deposition microstructure after experiment
Fig. 29 illustrates the dramatically different microstructures which can be created when the
deposit experiences different deposit temperatures. The bottom of Fig. 29 shows a thin
layer of material that was reheated to 2000 C to ensure good contact with the substrate. This
allowed for extensive coarsening to occur. The microstructure directly above this interface
is indicative of rapid solidification and shows fine precipitates dispersed evenly throughout.
Figs. 30 and 31 also reveal a fine uniform microstructure with evenly dispersed
precipitates. As the distance from the substrate increased, the coarseness of the
microstructure also increased. At 24 mm from the substrate, the amount of precipitates
increase at the grain boundaries to a point at which the grains are distinguishable. Figs. 32
through 34 show that the grain size continues to grow with distance from the substrate. At
38 mm from the substrate, eutectic structure is more abundant, signifying that the
solidification occurred at close to equilibrium conditions.
Fig. 29. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy at a transition in microstructure
produced by remelting a thin layer of alloy at a temperature of 2000 C and then depositing
liquid droplets while the deposit temperature was at -175 0 C (pos. A & B in Fig. 28).
Fig. 30. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy with fine equiaxed microstructure
produced by depositing partially solid droplets onto a 1750C deposit (pos. C in Fig. 28).
Fig. 31. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy fine with equiaxed microstructure
produced by depositing partially solid droplets onto a 175 0C deposit (pos. C in Fig. 28).
Fig. 32. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy with equiaxed microstructure produced
by depositing partially solid droplets onto a 1800 C deposit (pos. F in Fig. 28).
Fig. 33. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy with equiaxed microstructure produced
by depositing partially solid droplets onto a 183 0C deposit (pos. H in Fig. 28).
Fig. 34. A SEM photograph of Sn-15%wt.Pb alloy with course equiaxed microstructure
produced by depositing partially solid droplets onto a 1900 C deposit (pos. J in Fig. 28).
5.4 Compositional variation
To further understand the microstructure within the deposit, compositional analyses
were performed using both energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) analysis. The intent of the
analysis is to determine the extent of non-equilibrium solidification by comparing the actual
solute levels to equilibrium values. The sensitivity studies from chapter 4 show that the
temperature field can vary greatly depending on the extent of solute in the liquid phase.
Table 3 shows the composition of solute in each phase as well as the percentage of
each phase at locations throughout the deposit as given in Fig. 28.
Table 3 - Compositional variations of deposit per SEM analysis
Distance from
Location Substrate [mml %Pb in Sn rich %Sn in Pb rich
A 1 2.50% 0.25%
B 2 4.10% 0.41%
C 5 3.60% 0.36%
F 1 8 3.30% 0.33%
G 24 3.30% 0.33%
H 33 2.50% 0.25%
I 40 3.10% 0.31%
J 45 2.50% 0.25%
The most significant finding in the compositional analysis is that the %Pb of solute in the
tin-rich phase was above the maximum percentage for equilibrium solidification. A level of
2.5%Pb solute or lower indicates that equilibrium was reached as solidification occurred at
the eutectic line of the equilibrium phase diagram. This is the case for the bottom layer of
material, which was reheated and cooled from approximately 210 0 C, and the top of the
deposit, which experienced temperatures at approximately 1900 C at the deposit surface
where the droplet splats solidified relatively slow. It is shown in Table 3 that for areas of
deposit that were below the eutectic temperature during deposition, the percentage of lead is
significantly higher, illustrating the existence of rapid, non-equilibrium solidification.
5.5 Discussion
The micrographs reveal a finely dispersed rapidly solidified microstructure at locations
where the temperature of the deposit at the point of droplet impact was relatively cool (T <
1780 C). As analysis shows, the solidification occurred completely within the fourth stage
discussed in section 5.4. The analysis also shows that when conditions were cool at
droplet impact, the percentage of lead solute in the tin rich phase is higher than what is
possible in equilibrium conditions, illustrating the existence of non-equilibrium
solidification when the droplet splats are rapidly cooled.
Simulations and SEM analysis reveal that at deposit conditions significantly below the
eutectic temperature, rapid solidification occurs within the droplet splat, resulting in fine
precipitates and non-equilibrium compositions. The analysis does not, however, duplicate
earlier findings which show that a columnar epitaxial microstructure is generated when
completely liquid droplets are deposited [16]. This discrepancy can be explained in two
ways. Since the droplet thermal model predicts that the droplets are partially solid at the
substrate, we would expect the bottom of the deposit to be equiaxed. However, at 40 mm
above the substrate surface, the droplets are still completely liquid. At this condition, we
would expect columnar epitaxial growth based on the droplet thermal state. Since the
deposit at this point is partially liquid, the same mechanisms which occur with a partially
liquid droplet could apply here. It is possible that fragmentation of the partially solid
dendrites within the deposit would also facilitate equiaxed microstructure. Although the
droplet thermal model predicts a liquid droplet at 40 mm above the substrate surface, there
is a possibility that the droplets may have in fact been slightly solid. As Appendix G will
show, the model is fairly sensitive to certain empirically generated parameters which may
vary with different operating conditions. Because the droplets were near the transition
point, a small error in cooling rate could have falsely predicted that the droplets were
completely liquid instead of slightly solid.
The experiment illustrates the importance of the deposit thermal state. With fairly
consistent droplet conditions, the deposit thermal state was able to significantly impact the
final grain size of the deposit. The experimental results show the ability to easily modify
grain structure through manipulation of the deposit thermal state, illustrating the utility of
the UDS process and its potential for creating functionally gradient materials.
Chapter 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
6.1 Conclusions
Through the combination of modeling and experimentation, several useful insights
were gained:
* The deposit thermal model has shown acceptable agreement with
experimentation, which justifies the use of the Scheil equation and the enthalpy
method. This can be extended to the droplet splat model, provided that a
morphology-independent enthalpy model is sufficient. This is the case if solid
fragments exist upon droplet impact. Otherwise, solidification will be limited to a
single solidification front emerging from the existing solid. In the case of a discrete
interface, a solidification front tracking model may be needed to account for the
kinetic effects of solidification and the interaction between undercooling and front
velocity.
* Conduction through the substrate is the dominant source of heat loss from the
deposit. Convection is low in the UDS process since there is no induced gas flow
in the chamber. This may or may not be true with other spray forming processes
which, as a by-product of the breakup and delivery systems, have high velocity gas
impinging on the deposit surface.
* The model has successfully been employed to understand the sensitivity of
deposit temperature to mass flux. These studies have shown that it is essential that
good control of the spray mass flux distribution be obtained. The exception to this
rule is when the deposition rate is low enough that the deposit surface always
remains at the substrate control temperature.
* Modeling of the individual droplet splats reveals that the three phases of
solidification (droplet solidification; droplet splat solidification; and consolidated
deposit solidification), result in significantly different cooling rates. Therefore, by
manipulating process parameters to change the percentage of solidification within
each of these stages, the resulting microstructure can be adjusted.
* The microstructural evaluation demonstrated that for consistent droplet
conditions, the deposit microstructure (grain size) can be varied widely by adjusting
the deposit temperature. Since the droplet models show very similar solidification
rates for different deposit temperatures, the difference is in the extent of
solidification on the droplet scale. When the deposit is above the eutectic
temperature, it is possible that coarsening or liquid phase sintering type phenomena
may also be contributing to the variation in microstructure.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
Although there has been tremendous strides within the UDS research, several lessons
have been learned through this experience.
* For narrow deposits, two dimensional effects significantly change and
complicate the process. Transverse thermal gradients cause non-uniform material
properties and make modeling and control an order of magnitude more difficult. It
is recommended that very wide deposits be generated through multiple orifices to
eliminate these effects. Otherwise, two dimensional modeling is required and
variable properties in the transverse direction must be tolerated.
* The thermal state of the deposit can be controlled two ways. The first is to
reduce the enthalpy flux into the deposit so that the deposit temperature is equal to
the control temperature set in the substrate. In this scenario, the conductive cooling
from the substrate is far greater than the enthalpy influx, resulting in a deposit with
the same temperature as the substrate control temperature. The second method
would introduce a significantly higher enthalpy flux to maintain a thermal gradient
through the deposit. Although the first approach yields better control, it places
limits on the deposit rate. Both approaches provide different thermal conditions
which may be necessary for the particular set of microstructure requirements at
hand.
* To maintain a desired thermal state during high deposition rates, further steps
must be taken to control and monitor the mass flux and spray angle during
deposition. The accuracy in both modeling and control has been shown to be a
challenge for both the mass flux and the droplet thermal state, which places limits
on the control of the deposit thermal state. An ideal system would have an on-line
measurement and control system to monitor these parameters and to adjust pressure
and charge to maintain the desired spray conditions.
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Appendix A
SPRAY FORMING PROCESS COMPARISONS
There are now a variety of thermal spray processes competing to emerge as the most
viable method for tool manufacture. As summarized in Table 4 and Fig. 35, these
processes differ in their methods of material feeding, heating, and droplet formation.
Table 4 - Thermal spray process breakdown
System Feature Options Parameters Impacted
* Molten
Material Feed * Wire Mass flux and composition
* Powder
* Arc Temperature range and
Heating * Flame thermal control
* Furnace/Crucible
* Gas atomization Droplet size and flux
Droplet Formation * Laminar jet breakup distributions and thermal
control
Figs. 35(a) and 35(b) show plasma spray and twin-wire (electric arc) spray, respectively.
Both processes use an electric arc. Plasma uses the arc to bring the air or gas to a plasma
state. Then powder is injected into the spray and accelerated to the substrate. The arc wire
process creates an arc across two wires. The metal then melts off the wire and accelerates
to the substrate. Figs. 35(c) and 35(d) show the flame wire and flame powder processes,
respectively. The only difference is in the method of feed; the former feeds wire to be
melted and the later injects powder to be melted in flight. Figs. 35(e) and 35(f) are similar
in that they both use a crucible to melt the metal first. A pressure differential across the
orifice causes a stream of molten metal to flow towards the substrate. The difference
between the two is in the method of breakup. The gas-atomized spray technique impinges
an inert gas into the metal stream, causing atomization to occur. The UDS process imposes
a perturbation within the melt to initiate a periodic instability in the laminar, molten jet. The
uniform droplets are also electrically charged to repel each other and prevent in-flight
agglomeration. Consequently, the uniformity of the droplets is preserved until the droplets
reach the substrate.
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Appendix B
ISSUES IN THERMAL SPRAY FORMING
The challenge of any thermal spraying system is to control the process parameters to
produce the desired deposit properties. The differences among the various spray forming
processes, although subtle, result in dramatic differences in process control. The droplet
thermal state and mass flux distribution are the most critical parameters for microstructure
control. Today's industrial thermal spray processes lack thermal control of the droplets due
to the large range of droplet sizes within typical sprays. Non-uniform droplets will heat
and cool at different rates resulting in a spray of solid and liquid droplets with large
variations in temperature. The non-uniformity of droplet size will also cause variations in
droplet trajectories because of the interaction between droplet momentum and aerodynamic
drag within the spray chamber. As a result, non-uniform sprays can be controlled in only
an approximate sense.
One of the consequences of incomplete process control is the existence of porosity in
the sprayed deposit. Porosity is primarily formed by two mechanisms:
1) the entrapment of air between solidified droplets at the deposit, and
2) the existence of inclusions formed when droplets grow thin oxide layers during
flight. These oxides do not adhere, forming voids when the solidified deposit is
deformed.
Pores within the sprayed material can act as crack initiation sites and can lead to lower
ductility [35, 36]. Since the locations and sizes of the pores are typically random, the
resulting tool life becomes less predictable. An example of the effect of porosity on
ductility is given in Fig. 36. From this figure, it is evident that ductility still suffers at
porosities below 1%. Porosity and excessive property variability are both indications of
lack of precise process control. Excessive scatter in fatigue properties has also been
reported in as-sprayed material [36-43]. If porosity exists, secondary operations such as
rolling or hot isostatic pressing (HIP) are necessary [44]. Even with post-processing
operations, voids which contain oxidation or contamination can retain crack initiation
capability. This will reduce the fatigue strength and predictability of the material. For
spray forming to truly become a one step process for geometry, microstructure, and
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Fig. 36. - Ductility of several copper dispersion alloys vs. volume fraction [24]
surface finish formation, better control must be exhibited to eliminate porosity and increase
property reproducibility. For this reason, the UDS process was introduced.
The UDS process produces more uniform droplets and denser deposits than existing
spray forming processes. Comparison of reported range in droplet size for various
spraying processes are given in Fig. 37. Table 4 compares the reported values of as-
sprayed, deposit porosities for various thermal spraying processes including UDS. As
shown in Table 5, the range of reported porosity values is significantly large.
Table 5. Summary of reported as-sprayed deposit porosities
Process Porosity Range (%)
Plasma [33-37] 5 - 14
Vacuum Plasma [38-43] 1 - 5
Gas Atomization [44-45] 0.25 - 40
HVOF [49,50] 0.5 - 5
Uniform Droplet Spray fully dense
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Fig. 37. Comparison of reported range in droplet size for various spraying processes.
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Appendix C
BACKGROUND OF DEPOSITION MODELING
Several researchers have modeled the deposit solidification in various thermal spray
processes. These models employed explicit, finite difference algorithms with differing
solidification models. To model the Liquid Dynamic Compaction process, Gutierrez-
Miravete [33] applied a simple straight line enthalpy assumption in the solidification region
by assuming:
H =T- )f (17)
where H is the enthalpy of the deposit, T, is the solidus temperature, T, is the liquidus
temperature, and Hf is the heat of fusion for the alloy. Mathur [34] employed the Scheil
equation assumption, which assumes local equilibrium solidification at the solid/liquid
interface to model the Osprey process. Both of these models are considered enthalpy
methods. In the modeling of melt spinning, Zhang [21] took the analysis a step further by
employing a front tracking algorithm which tracks the location of the solid/liquid interface.
This method allows for thermo-kinetic modeling which assumes a relationship between the
undercooling of the melt and the interface velocity. The disadvantage of this method is that
the model cannot account for dendritic solidification when the mushy region is significant.
The enthalpy method, on the other hand, is morphology independent, capable of modeling
a large mushy region or a very small interface region.
Appendix D
MODEL DISCRETIZATION
Within the substrate the one dimensional Diffusion Equation is as follows:
pC T = k(T) (18)p at ax ax
where K(T) is defined here as conductivity as a function of temperature. At the top
substrate surface without any deposit:
p cp A (((-T+kT)(h(Tc Ti) (19)2  At surface Ax
where Ax is the distance between element centers, T is temperature, k is the iteration
number, and n is the element number. Rearranging:
Tk+l =Tk cp2 At k(T)(Tk Tk) +h (Tk-Tk1 (20)
p cpAx Ax g
At the top substrate element when deposit exists:
(x (Tkn+1-Tkn) = -k(T) ( - 1-Tkn ) + hc(Tn+-Tk) (21)2 dt dx surface
Within the substrate, the discretization equation is:
p(Tnl-Tk) _ k(T)T~ ++Tk - 2 TS (22)
Pep At -Ax 2
Rearranging:
+1 = Tk + Ak(T)n+T 2 T (23)
pcpAx 2
The deposit uses the enthalpy formulation
pH = k(T) (24)
P at ax ax
Discretizing the enthalpy equation results in:
P(H+1-H -k(T) (T +1+Tk 1-2 T )
At Ax2
Hk+ = Hk + At k(T) (T+T-2 Tk)
pAx 2
At the contact surface with the substrate:
Hk + 1 = + 2At h (T 1-Tkn)
Axp
At the deposit surface during deposition:
P(HAx)
p -
pAxaH ax ( aT
= px -- + pHn = - k(T)axaat axt -j9) T
+ 2 At k(T) (T + l_-Tk)
pAx
+ h (Tg-Ts) + rmHd
To model uneven grid sizes, the following formulation must be employed:
Hkn+  1 =l+ 2 At h(T-T ) T
Ax p
+ At k(T) Tk  Tk) + 2 At rh (Hd-Hn)
AXnAxn-+Axn n Ax p
2 22
rearranging:
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
Appendix E
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODEL
The deposit thermal model input files are listed below:
deposit.c
deposit.out
inputs.dat
cycles.dat
enthalpy.dat
restart.dat
The ANSI C source file
The executable file - must be compiled on the same system the
program will be executed (ie. Sun vs. IBM workstation).
Contains all input parameter data other than parameters contained
within cycles.dat, restart.dat, and enthalpy.dat.
Contains spray and droplet parameters which can be adjusted
with time.
Contains the alloys temperature and corresponding enthalpy and
liquid fraction. Allows for any explicit Temperature-Enthalpy
relationship.
Contains the initial temperature distribution in the substrate and
deposit.
Upon successful modification of the input files, the files must be all placed in the same
directory. The program will ask a series of questions and will reprint the inputs from all
the input files onto the screen for your review. The following questions are asked:
1) Micro or macro model? - This option will set up the algorithm for the specific
case. The macro model assumes the substrate will be modeled and models the
contact coefficient between the substrate and the deposit. All heat transfer
within the deposit are governed by the deposit conductivity. The micro option
models automatically assumes the entire model will be of the deposit material.
Any contact resistance between the droplet splat and the preexisting deposit
can be modeled with this option. Note that the substrate and deposit
thicknesses will be taken from the inputs.dat file. Therefore, the droplet splat
for the micro case or the initial deposit thickness for the 'macro' case must be
input correctly into the inputs.dat file.
2) Solidification model? - There are three options here.
Scheil Equation - although this option is titled Scheil equation, it
really refers to the explicit temperature-enthalpy method, and
therefore reads the explicit relationship from the enthalpy.dat file.
Straight Line - This model uses the liquidus temperature in the
inputs.dat file and calculates the solidus temperature from the
parameter trange from the inputs.dat file such that Tsolidus =
Tliquidus - Trange. The enthalpy and liquid fraction between these
two temperatures are linearly interpolated.
Discrete Interface - This model again uses the explicit T-H
relationship in the enthalpy.dat file. However, the algorithm is
completely different. The difference is that the solid liquid interface
is assumed to be discrete with no mushy region. The model tracks
the interface as well as the amount of solute rejected into the liquid.
The velocity of the front is calculated and used to determine the
undercooling which in turn adjusts the kinetic liquidus temperature.
For the time being, a simple V = k*dT equation is used to model the
relationship between undercooling and interface velocity.
3) The third question asks whether the run will be a diagnostic run. If this is the
case, the output to the screen will be much more extensive in order to track all
the critical calculations during the simulation.
Beyond these three questions, the user is required to press return several times to see
all the input data printed to the screen. Also, the user is asked to enter pertinent facts
or notes about the run. This information will be stored in the enthalpy.out file, which
also retains the temperature and liquid fraction history in tabular form for the entire
simulation.
The program will return several data files with a variety of data. These are plotted
using MATLAB. The plotting files and utility programs exist, these are listed here:
tcplot.m plots the temperatures at the specified thermocouple locations
plottemp.m plots the temperatures in constant temperature contours
plotfract.m plots the liquid fraction in constant liquid fraction contours
rap_enth.c generates the Temp-Enth-Liquid fraction term assuming
the Scheil Equation. Several other features are added to
generate relations with variations on this theme.
Appendix F
SIMULATION INPUT FILES
INPUTS.DAT
spray.dat
.92 fld
210 Td
0.08 ddr
0.02 diameter
36 tdur
2. npass
40. ppass
2200. runtime
sub.dat
748.
8954.
766.2
172.
0.0
172.
0.0
0.030
0.004
ks
ds
cps
Tc
fic
Tdi
fldi
thsub
thdepi
[fraction]
[degc]
[mm/sec][cm]
[sec]
[-]
[sec][sec]
[w/m*deg_c]
[kg/mA3]
[J/kg*deg_c]
[degc]
[-]
[deg.c]
[degc]
[m]
[m]
tin at -300 deg K.
60.0 kds1 [w/m*deg_c]
30.0 kdll [w/m*deg_c]
7310. ddl [kg/m^3]
59570. Hfl [J/kg]
243.0 cpdl [J/kg*deg_c]
lead props at 300 deg K.
31.4 kds2 [w/m*deg_c]
15.4 kdl2 [w/m*deg_c]
11340. dd2 [kg/mA3]
26282. Hf2 [J/kg]
129.8 cpd2 [J/kg*deg_c]
SnPb Alloy ***values adjusted to ge Tm=2(X
232.00
328.00
183.00
370
150
0.096
0.10
Tm
Tm2
Te
Xe
Xt
kpar
Trange
[deg_c]
[deg_c]
[degc]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[degc]
liquid fraction of the droplet at impact
temperature of droplet at impact
droplet deposition rate
droplet deposition rate
spray duration - one pass
number of passes
period of passes
run duration time
thermal conductivity of copper
density of copper
specific heat for copper
substrate control temperature
initial substrate liquid fraction
initial deposit temperature
initial deposit liquid fraction
thickness of the copper block
initial thickness of the deposition
thermal conductivity of tin solid
thermal conductivity of tin liquid
density of tin
heat of fusion for tin
specific heat for tin
thermal conductivity of lead
thermal conductivity of lead
density of lead
heat of fusion for lead
specific heat for lead
primary melting temperature
primary melting temperature
arbitrary melting temperature
eutectic Temperature
eutectic composition of secondary
fraction of secondary composition (drop)
partition coefficient
range of melting - simple case
if 1 - read from restart.dat
options.dat
0 restart [switch]
0.005
0.009
0.021
0.028
0.038
2.5
50.1000000.0
10.0
2.0
0.00000001
0.0
.0015
20.0
1.0
.0009
0.003
.200
tc 1
tc2
tc3
tc4
tc5
hg
Tgas
hc
nums
numd
dt
tinit
dxi
pfreql
pfreq2
smsize
factor
vslope
[W/m^2*deg_c]
[W/m^2*deg_c]
[W/mA2*deg_c]
[W/m^2*deg_c]
[W/mA2*deg_c]
[W/mA2*deg_c][deg_c]
[W/m^2*deg_c]
[-]
[-][sec][sec]
[m][sec][sec][m]
[m]
[m/sec*deg_c]
plotting location.
plotting location.
plotting location.
plotting location.
plotting location
free convection htc.
gas temperature
contact htc.
number of elements in substrate
number of elements in init deposit
time step
initial time
deposition element size
frequency of screen printouts
frequency of file printouts
smallest element size
dt = factor * stab. criteria
interface velocity = vslope * undercooling
Sn5%Pb at -400 deg K.
60.89 kds [w/m*degc] ther
60.89 kdl [w/m*deg_c] cond
7512. ddl [kg/mA3] dens
57006. Hfl [J/kg] 570(
1.0 ifl [J/kg] scale
221.78 cpdl [J/kg*degc] liqui
221.78 cpds [J/kg*deg_c] solid
243.0 cpds [J/kg*deg_c] solid
235.0 Tliquidus [deg_c]
231.0 Tsolidus [deg_c]
232.0 Tmelt [deg_c]
nal conductivity of tin - solid
i liquid - pseudo convective term
ity of tin
)6 heat of fusion for tin-lead
e of Hf
.d specific heat for tin
I specific heat for tin
t specific heat for tin
ENTHALPY.DAT
4 lines **********************************
239 pairs - temperature vs enthalpy - Scheil Eq. 15%Pb
Scheil Equation Assumed 5-20-95 - added var. from changing Hf
239
0.05 -4657.76 0.000
1.09 -4415.05 0.000
2.13 -4172.33 0.000
3.17 -3929.61 0.000
4.21 -3686.89 0.000
183.00 38060.50 0.000
184.04 55797.28 0.377
185.08 56580.37 0.387
186.12 57389.55 0.396
187.16 58226.73 0.407
188.20 59093.97 0.417
189.24 59993.56 0.428
210.03 92309.07 0.896
211.07 95466.54 0.945
212.11 98947.63 1.000
216.26 99917.96 1.000
220.42 100888.83 1.000
224.58 101859.70 1.000
228.74 102830.57 1.000
CYCLES.DAT
cycles.dat - for variable bc's.thi = 0.004"
36 - nctot nc, dur[sec], T[C], If, ddr[mm/sec]
1 36 200 0.934 0.0273
2 10 200 0.934 0.0
3 35 200 0.936 0.0273
4 10 200 0.936 0.0
5 35 200 0.939 0.0273
6 10 200 0.939 0.0
7 35 200 0.941 0.0273
8 10 200 0.941 0.0
9 35 200 0.943 0.0273
10 62 200 0.943 0.0
11 35 200 0.945 0.0273
12 22 200 0.945 0.0
13 36 200 0.945 0.039
14 10 200 0.945 0.0
15 36 200 0.950 0.043
16 10 200 0.950 0.0
17 32 200 0.952 0.048
18 10 200 0.952 0.0
19 35 200 0.955 0.053
20 9 200 0.955 0.0
21 35 200 0.959 0.055
22 12 200 0.959 0.0
23 35 200 0.965 0.0812
24 15 200 0.965 0.0
25 35 200 0.975 0.09755
26 10 200 0.975 0.0
27 36 200 0.986 0.1139
28 10 200 0.986 0.0
29 36 213 1 0.1235
30 10 213 1 0.0
31 35 213 1 0.1331
32 9 213 1 0.0
33 35 213 1 0.1331
34 10 213 1 0.0
35 35 213 1 0.1331
36 600 213 1 0.0
Appendix G
SPRAY MODEL SENSITIVITIES
In the experiment described in chapters 3 and 6, the droplet spray was adjusted early
on in the experiment to provide the correct spray angle. A sensitivity analysis was run at
the three charging voltages used during the experiment. Fig. 38 shows that for increased
charge, the droplets repel each other more, resulting in an increased spray diameter at the
deposit surface.
It was found that the pretest prediction for the spray angle was off by an order of
magnitude. Several differences between the experiments used in the initial characterization
of the droplet spray [19] and the experiment used in this study include:
1) A different shape leading up to the 100 mm orifice,
2) A new filter slightly upstream of the 1(X) mm orifice, and
3) A lower pressure drop across the orifice.
These differences resulted in a less turbulent flow which may have resulted in less
randomness to the molten jet direction.
The droplet trajectory model assumes there is random disturbances which cause small
initial transverse velocities. To match the experimental results observed in the test, the
amplitude of the random initial velocity was modified. The sensitivity results given in Fig.
39 indicate that a randomness factor of 0.00010 best matched the observed conditions.
This match trajectory model was then used to determine the droplet thermal history. This is
necessary, since any error in droplet spray angle will impact the heat transfer conditions on
the droplets and therefore change the temperature results. This experience illustrates that
any changes in experimental conditions, be it process parameters or apparatus hardware,
may yield inaccurate results without further adjustments to the droplet model.
There is clearly a trend that shows that the less turbulent the flow, the smaller the
perturbation. Research which could lead to understanding the relationship between initial
disturbance and process parameters may prove valuable in obtaining precise control of the
droplet spray cone angle or spray diameter at the deposit.
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Fig. 38. Droplet temperature sensitivity to instability perturbation
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Fig. 39. Spray radius sensitivity to instability perturbation
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Appendix H
SIMULATION SOURCE CODE
SIMULATION SOURCE CODE - DEPOSIT.C
/* DBM Substrate and Deposit Thermal Model
HISTORY - ongoing notes
3/28/9)4 - model building commenced
Initial model will incorporate the governing equations using
enthalpy in the deposit and temperature in the substrate
4/02/94 step I - start with fixed grid of 30 - 30
4/26/94 - brought onto athena
4/27/94 - two tests were successfully performed to verify correctness:
I - transient - used high conductivity in model to achieve lumped cap.
2 - steady - locked the deposition surface to 220. allowed to settle
4/28/94 - input/output files simple.
5/05/94 - added functionality with void routines
6/18/94 - run straight line cp eq. enthalpy model first.
8/1/94 - giving up on explicit - instability will not leave
8/10/94 - add implicit routine / source based. linearize solidif.
velocity over short range include within matrix
8/13/94 - fiound error which makes explicit work. FINALLY!
8/21/94 - adding ando velocity relationship into algorithm
8/28/94 - successful run of velocity tracking - simple assumption n intvel
12/28/94 - added T-Il relationship for Scheil Equatironl
5/3/95 - added side convection to deposit.
***** **** **** * *************   ***** ** J* * **% * * * *:I.* * : * * * : :1: *: :* :I.  * N t :1; * * ****
#define PI 3.1415')
#include <stdio.h> /*" standard library for input/output */
#include <math.h> /* math library - declares certain functions */
FILE *all. /* all.dat */
FILE *vv: /* vel_dt.dat */
FILE *op: /* enthalpy.dat */
FILE *en: /* enth.dat */
FILE *td: /* tempdate */
FILE :*ti: /* title.dat */
FILE *in: /* inputss.dat :/
FILE te: /:': temp.dat '/
FILE *fr: /* fraction.dat */
FILE *tin: /* time.dat */
FILE *sp: /* space.dat */
FILE *s2: /* spac2.dat */
FILE *la: /* lasttemp.dat */
FILE *pl; /* paraml.dat */
FILE *p2; /* param2.dat */
FILE *uc: /* undercool.dat */
FILE *vl: /* intvel.dat */
FILE *pl: /* pool.dat */
FILE *fxu: /* flux_up.dat */
FILE *fxd: /* flux_dn.dat */
FILE *srf: /* surf.temp :*:/
FILE *ttcf: /* tcsurf.tenip */
FILE *tlq: /* tliq.dat */
FILE *tnt: /* tint.dat */
FILE *fxt: /* iflux.da */
FILE *dtc: /* dtcont.dat */
FILE *xs: /* xs.dat */
FILE *xl: /* xl.dat */
FILE :*cy: /* cycles.dat */
FILE *tIt: / •: tcturne.dat "/
FILE *te 1: /* tcphlt I .dat *
FILE *tc2: /* tcplot2.dat */
FILE *tc3: /* tcplot3.dat */
FILE *tc4: /* tcplot4.dal */
FILE *tc5: /* tcplot5.dat '/
FILE *sta: p/: restart.dat '/
FILE *th: /* depthick.dat 7':
FILE *dr: i/ drdr.dat */
FILE *fdr: /* fldr.dat '7
FILE *tdr: /* tdr.dat :!;/
FILE *hdr: /* hdr.dat "/
/* DECLARE ARRAYS */
double enth[352][3]. temp[100()(). ptem[01. i I [1001, 1[ 1001.11[ 100()().Lx[ 100].x[ 1()00lqu[ 100].qd[ I 001.X[ 100]:
double addr[ 100]. aTd[ 100]. atdurf 100).afld[ 1001:
char table(20].filename(20].A[40].B[401.C[40J.R[40I:
/* DECLARE VARIABLES */
int nctemp.i.iii.vvv.www.j.k.kk..n mint.m=.nu.11U.n 1.umn s.nunid.ntdrop.optl.numnew.numfin:
int sw.pmode.mode.nsets.swtch.scope.nct)t=0..nc= .restart:
double solid.psolid.c I .c2.time.starttime=0.number.NN.pfreq L.pfreq2.SEtern=)0.0.factor.tdelt.VP:
double fluxu.fluxd.min.dtt.tdur.npass.ppass.p. init.Qsub.Qtop.l I IT(T.PI ITO)T:
double IIHd.Eterm.Qtermn.keqLh I.hc.Thas.ddr.ddrt.fld.flc.dxi.dxd.dxs.dx l.dx2.dhdx.damp.HTFLU.X.QFL ITX:
double value.runtime.fltemp.dtsuuml 1l.dtsum2.ifl.ftlsum= 1.():
double dtprint.thin=.0000()() .diameter:
double tcx L.tcx2tx3.t4.cx.tcx4x5.Td. If.'l'c.dt.pdt=() ).ppl)T.pT.l)T.Tdi.fli:
double thttt.thsul.thdep.thdepi.dxav,.flux.titew=(..dxnew.gr)wth.smsize.ttemp.tswtch.tcycle=0.0:
/* material properties */
double ks.kds.kdl.kpar.ds.dd.cps.cpdI.cpds.Tm2.kds I.kdll.kds2.kdl2.pv I.pv2.Te.Tm.Trange:
double Tsolidus.Tliquidus.Hs.lHl:
/* Variables related to microscopic model */
double itemp.pitemptpTiq.Tliq.Xinterr.pXl.dXI.Xs.XI.Xt.Xe.Xint.vslope.pool.pVEL.VC.ppVEL.VEL:
/* DECLARE FUNCTIONS */
double pinttemp().inttemp( ). ltoT( ).'toi 11).FLtoT( ).FLsol( ).Tsol().Hsol( ).intvel( ).kdep(),cpdep();
void gridgrow( ).gridcalc( ).indata( ).manip( ).setinit 1().setinit2( ).subtemp( ).itrack( ),fraction( );
void depcalc ).depenth().depenth2( ).deptemp( ).c0pytemnp( ).co1nc ).allenth():
void depmnerge(),dxcalc( ),setdt().isub( ).tridiag():
void printa( ).printa I ( ).printa2( ).printa3( ).printa4( ).pri nta5( ):
void printb() .printl(). print2(). print3(). print4(). print5():
void title(),
/**** *** * ::- * * :: * :/
/**************** MAIN lProgram */
nain( )
/* clear input/output files *'
system("rm *.temp"):
system("rmn vel_dt.dat"):
system("rm parami.dat"):
system("rm param2.dat"):
system("cp enth.back enth.dat"):
system("mv hdr.dat hdr.bak"):
system("mv tdr.dat tdr.bak"):
system("mnv tdr.dat tldr.bak"):
system("mv drdr.dat drdr.bak"):
/* create all.dat titles */
all=fopen( "all.dat"."w"):
fclose(all):
/* Read in INPUT DATA "/
indatat ):
/* initial manipulations of input into correct format - MAKING PHASE DIAGRAM */
manip():
/* calculate final grid for plotting purposes and initial run grid (dx[]. x[]. etc...) */
gets(table):
gridcalc( ):
/* plots !
print3( ):
/* Generate Title File */
opt=():
title(): /*** call titles and conlllmei ls r1(utine ...
/" SET Initial ,onditions i Temperature. ronlt lOcation. liqluid fraction. and Enthalpy -/
ift swtch== I swtch==3 I
setinill():
/********/
/t******* START LOOP I'
r k= I kk**** <= I *** k++
for,( k= 1:kk<= 1:k++)
':******:::*::" O)IUIIIteC'S :l::l:!/
111=111+
dtsin 1 =dts um I -vll i-t:
dtsu m2=dtsum2+dt:
/*****s******* lset timne to) be within stabilitv limits 'H*'/
pdt = dt:
setdto):
/******.***** caiculate grid size ch
dxcalc():
******* Scope =
if(scope== i
gi roesc ** */
011C 'ro p .. * ********** */
depenth( ):
for(i=(nums+ ):i<=num:i++)
temnp[i]=[ HtoT( H[i].fl[ij.i):
subteinp( ):
printa():
/******** : :* Scope = 2
else if(scope==2
allenth():
for(i=2:i<=nui:i++)
temp[i]=HltoT(Ol[i].fl[i].i):
printa( ):
else
printf("NO) SCOP')IE!!!!!!!!!!!,!!!!!!!!!!!!\n"):
/************ tability ***!
if(pteminp[num-2 1<=( Tc-3 i)
if((qu[ 1()]-qd[1(1] )<= 10)) && (qun I()j-qd[ l()1)>=- 100())
pmode= L:
/********:"***:*** copy new t's and h's tio old I's
copytemp( ):
/************ calculates new
thtot = htot + ddr*dt:
thdep = thdep + ddr*dt:
/***************** calculate
depcalc():
) /*for hc.)(p*/
printal();
/*if swthfor I & 3 *'
else if(swtch==2)
thickness ***/
deposition and enthalpy flux *****/
setinit2();
/********/
/******** START LOO)( */
/********/
for(k= 1:kk<= 1:k++ )
/************ counters ***/
and h1's .* I ****************/
11=I11+ 1:
d tsum I =dtsumln +dt:
dtsum2=dtsumn2+.t:
/:*********** sets time to be within stability limits !
pdt = drt:
.etdt():
/************ calculate grid size changes 4*/
dxcalc( j:
/**************I*** calculate I)EI)()SIT ENTHIIALPY : '
depentht ):
/* **** " * *** * . I .4 calculate c icell ltratl on .:
C l(iC{ ):
/1**************** calculate stwlidificatiot velocity ':::********
VEL = intvel(): / interlace velocityv :
/*********** applying velocity calc flrom previous iter into this 11 change :':'
itrack(VEL): /* calculates new Xint & vvv based on last dt.*/
/*************** calculate change in liquid fractiton tr each element **'
fraction( ):
flt = (thtot-Xint)/( thtot-thsuh ):
/************ calculate SI TBSTIRTE TEMIPERATUI RE '::
subtemp():
/se******:s:****:**:c:" b;ck calculatillt deposit temperature '*'** ******* */
for(i=( nums+ I ):i<=nuim:i+-+,
temp[ i].HtoT(lIIi].l[i].i ):
if(ptemp[num-2]<=( Tc- I))
if((qu[ 101-qd[ 1(]1)<= 1(0 && ( uL[ l01-qd( 10I )>=- 100)
pmode= 1:
/*************** print outs : ':: :* *::::::* /
print( ):
/********I********** copy new t's and h's to old t's and h's :*:******** ::***/
co(pytemnp();
************* calculates new thickless ***/
thtot = thtot + ddr*dt:
thdep = thdep + ddr*dt:
/****************** calculate deposition and enthalpy flux **:**/
depcalc ):
else
printf("NOT A VALID OPTION FOR S( )LII'FICATIO)N MO D)EL\ni"):
:/tta: I::I:*:: ::* *I* ::*::::*****4*:I: 4:4.: 14:I 4:.4. ii I * elld )1 fwhile 1)op i/
/**********:* print out final ruL tull e '·:'
opt= 1
title();
/***********************I*>ss=II**: I***4'.I***l******* end lof main i/
/** **I'*** Function I - Read inputsX.ldat 4 : ): : :':: :*: ** * :/
void indata()
char xxx[50]:
int ii.c.cc.num2:
double enthalpy.temperature:
double dd.Ilfl .cpd .dd2.11f2.cpd2:
in = fopen("inputsX.dat"."r"):
cy = fopen("cycles.dat"."r"):
sta = fopen("restart.dat"."r"):
en = fopen("enth.dat"."r"):
ti = fopen("title.dat"."w"):
fprintf(ti."INDATA( )\n"):
printf("************* MODELLING ASSIUMPTION *************\n"):
printf("Type I for Macroscopic Model \nType 2 fOr One Drop MNldel\n"):
scanf("C%ld".&scope):
printf("scope = %I d\n".sc ,pe):
printl . **.* *****. NI.ODILLIN( ASI lTIl( )N O '.* , "\":
printf("Type I fOr direct 'T-II straight line \iilType 2 lor growth kinctics mI 'del\nTIvpe 3 1fr scheil\nl"):
scanl( "'v Id"'.&swich):
printft ".wtch = '"; ld\n"'.swich):
print[''" " **** ' :****** Print optlion 'i• enter I) r n lorm'ial\n i llter I I• diagcnostic \[").
scanf("' Id".&pmiode I:
printf("ptmode = I; d\n".pmndle):
if(swtch==3)
/* Read enth.dat 1/
printfi"reading in temp. vs enlthalpy curve \n"):
tIscanten." '. [^\n I\n".xxx): /:k reading in title •#1 */
Iscant(en."' [^\n j\n".xxx): ': title #2 :/
Iscant(en."7.[A\ni\n".xxx): / title #3 */
fscanf(en." r [^\n j\n".xxx): /' title #4 */
fscanf(en."' d'l [^\n]\n".&nses.xxx): read nsets - ILnlmier o points on cturve /I
printf("nsets = '; 2d\n".nsets i
to)r (ii = 1: ii<=nsets: ii++)
fscant(en."/%lf ' I If ( l I\In".&ecnthl ili( I I.&enthl iil[21.&enthliill3].xxx):
printt(" temperature = ' 7.1f. c'I thul py = :0; ().211' li. fret = 5.311•\n".enth(ii][ 1].enthlii][2].enth[ii][3]);
enth[nsets+11[ 1] = enthinsetsll 11:
enth[nsets+ 1][2] = enthi nsets [2]:
enth[nsets+ I][3] = enlthinsets [3]:
tdelt = enth[2][11 - enth[ i][]:
gets( table):
/* Read inputsS.dat */
/* spray.dat */
fscanf in."'(, IA^\n]\n ' .xxx):
fscanf(in."XIf'H [^\n ]\n" .&flfd.xx x):
fl[()]=tld:
fscant(in."'A If7 [^\n]\tn". &Td.xxx :
fscanf(in."rlf%[^\n(n]\n, ". &ddr.xxx):
fscanf(in."'%lf%^\n jjl". &diameter.xxx):
fsacanf(in."%lf%([\n]\n ' . &tdur.xxx):
fscanf( in."'%•lf[^1\]\n. &npass.xxx):
fscanf( in."'%~lf(X%[^A\n\n,". &ppiss.xxx):
fscanf( in."'/llf'/[^\tn]\n'. &runtimne.xxx :
/* sub.dat :':/
tscanf(im." ' [^\n I\n"".xxx):
fscanfl in. "'3 [(\n j\n".xxx ):
fscanf( in."'.lf.%[^\n]\n1. &ks.xxx )
fscannt in."'1 I'•-[^\n]\•". &dcs.xxx):
fscanf( in ."1(.lf(/(.[^\A,]\n,' . &cps.xxx):
fscanf( in."'1 f% [ ^\n]\nI'. &Tce.xx):
fscanf( in."'%,lf(%[^\n]A\n".&fle.xxx ):
fscanf in."%lf%[^A\n]\n', &Tdi.xxx):
fscanf(in."',%lf%[A\n]\n '". &fldi.xxx):
fscanf(in."%lf%[^\n]\n'. &thsub.xxx):
fscanfoin."%lf'Y [^\n]\n". &thdepi.xxx :
/* mat.dat tin ':/
fscanf(in."4' [A\n]\n".xxx):
fscanf(in."% [^\n]\n".xxx):
fscanf(in."',Ifl7f [A\n]\n". &kds I.xxx):
fscanft in."%Ilf%[^\n•]\n",  &kdl I.xxx):
fscanf( in."3 If(\:[A\]\n". &dd l.xxx):
fscant( in."%'7lf7,.[^A\n]\n '". &_ jHfl.xxx):
fscanf( in."/lff (.^\n ]\nI". &cpd I.xxx ):
/* mat.dat lead */
fscanf(in." A [^\n]\n".xxx):
fscanf( in." [^\ ]\n".x xxx):
fscanf(in."' If,: [^A]\]\n". &kds2.xxx )i
fscanf( in. '.; If',A [A\n, \n'" . Lkdl2.xxx):
fscanf( in."r1. Ifl-[^\n I\n". &dd2.xx x:
fscanf(in."' lf' [A"\tIl]\u". &Iltf2.xxx):
fscanf( in." 'ý lf%[^ A\nI\n". &cpd2.xxx):
/* mat.dat allov */
tscanfl( in. ' ["\n 1\n" .xxx :x
tscanf(in." '. fy [^A\n ]\n'. &m.xxx):
fscan(in." 7lf%[A\•j[\n\". &TKe.xxx):
tscant(in. f1f%(A\n j\n". &Xt.xxx):fscanf(in."2If lf%[^A\\n]\n. &Te.xxx):fscanf(in.''1, If,[^A\nl\n". &Xe.xxx):fscanf( in. '' Ilf[(A"\n I\n". &Xt.xxx :fscanf( in." '' If%[^\n ]\n". &kpaX.xxx
fscanf(in. "''; IfA.[^\n,]\n," . &Tr;aL-c. xxx )
/* )ptmins.dat */
fscanf( i n." '.f [ A^\nl\n".x &X .x
fscanf( in.'( f' A\ 1 j\n '.".xxx ):
fscanf( in."'3 df%[A\n I\n".&restar.xxx):
fscanf(iin."' If' [^( \n\n".&txC .xxx ):
fscanf(in."' / I f%[^\n]\n".&tcx2.xxx :
fscanfi(in."11 • %[^A\ll\n\n" .&tcx.xxx :
fscanf(in. "'" If%[ ^\n J\n",&LtCx4. xxx ):
fscanf( in.""; ll'7 [^\,n]\n".&tcx5.xxx ):
fscanf(in. '4 If%[(^\nI\n'.&hg.xxx):
tscanft( in."'; lf.I%[^\n]\n". &TI'gas .xxx ):
fscanf( in. ''lf 1%[^A\nl\n". &hc.xxx):
fscanf(in."'l d%[^\]\n" . &numls.xxx):
fscanf(in.",' d,%[^\n]\n" . &ilnumd.xxx ):
fscanf(in."r` If%[^\\nj\n.. &Ldtt.xxx):
fscanf(in."%lf%[^\vn]\n. t &tin1it.xxx :
fscanf(in."d 'If%[^\n\nn '" . &dxi.xxx):
fscanf(in."' If%[^\n]\n" . &pfrel .xxx):
fscanflin."'A If%[^\' u \n". ". &pfreq2.xxx):
fscan f(in. " 'lf%[^\n]\n. ' &smsiz.xxx)):
fscanf( in."'. lf%[^\']\n]\ ' . &.factr).Xxx)):
fscanf(in."%lf%[^\n]\n",. &vslope.xx);
/*********x*** Write inputs,.dat to Screen ::::::::::::::::::::::/
/* spray.dat */
printf("'.' s\n"."-------- spray.dal"):
printf("i ' s = 'I , It\n"."ld". 11d):
printf(" 4 s = '%lItn". "Td".Tdu):
printf( "', s = %'lt1". I pd".lld):
printf("', s = 'litLn". "ddr".ddrp):
printf("•.s = '%'lt\n". "iiaunmete.r".limctcir):
printf("' , s = %lfk n". "tdur".tdur):
printf("7 s = IXltAn". "knpuss".npass):
printf("' s = %It1n". "ppass".ppass):
printf("7 s = 'flt'n"."rutlcime". runtime):
/* sub.dat */
printf( " ' s\n"."-.------- sub.dt"):
printf("7 s = 'I lItn". "ks".ks):
printf("', s = '%ltn". "ds".ds):
printf("'A s = 'lAnItn". "cps".cps):
printf( ""A s = %l t1"."Tc". Tc):
printf("ý s = 'Illn"."flc". lle):
printf("' , = %'lt\n"."Tdi". Tdi):
printf("' s = (%lt\n"."fldi". 11di):
printf("', s = lkt\n". "thsuil".thsudl):
printf("'4 s = 'I11N\n". "thdepi".tldepi):
/* matl.dat */
printf("' s\n"."-------- . mat I.dat"):
printf'("9 s = %~ltY ". "kdsl".kdsl ):
printf(";1 s = ,lt~". "kdll".kdll ):
printf("'7,s = '%ulin". "Ldl".dd I ):
printf(" = -I Il\N". " Itl f " .I I I:I
printf( "G = It\n". "Ipu Il". itI I )
/* Imat2.dat */
printf( A \n"."- ------- mLit2.Jl :
printt(" s = ' It'l". 'kJds2.kds2
printi("'• = I\n". "kJl2".kil2):
printtf(' I n I IJf2.JJ)2
printi)( ' 11 -------t . -'Tun" ?e dTit( ""' = 'i lL\n  "Xe". f2".
printt(" s = ' Itl\n". "pd".,p 2)
print " s". - llt I  .
printf( ""'I := '.' l -". "TI'n".T l):
printf( "', s = ' lI\n". "' sim2".T 2 i) :
plntf("7 s = 'IA lfnn". x'"Te".T: I:printf(""I s = '• lI'tl". "Xe".Xec)
ri tf(" s  ' lt\n• . Xt".Xt)x:
printf("' s = • \n". "kpar .kpar)
printt'(" s = %l'\n". "Trang .'ran):
/O optiMns.dat */
printf( "~ s I'\ "-". "- .. u.. . s.lni.""):printf( "'' s = 'A d\n". "res.ta pt . start):
pri t( "," l s =  , ll N C. "t".x1 '.t,.x I)
printf(", s = 'A I ".n ". x2 .tr,.x2)
printf("'7 s = 'A lIt\n"." xi .t ~x3i
printf( "'7 s = ' Nltf1n'"." tcx4 .tcx4):
printf("', s = %ltn". "t\Ipe .t\cx5)printf'( s = Ilt ". "hg".hni ):
printf("'• s = I; lf\1"."hc". h11 :
printf("', s = 'd\". "uums 1.nuL )
printf("s = d\n. nu u ):
printf("r{ s = ', I-n","dtt". JdIt
printf( u s = Ip"."tinit. ts\it):
printf("kd s = slpvl\n .k xi". dx
I If SI I I *( I I I'l-Xt (+ 2 I" 11('I it:
printf("', s = '%l1n"'."pfre 1 . pfrey )printf("'7 s = ' ltn"."pfrev2". p're 2 ):
printf("',1 s = 'Alt\n"."kslsize. k s sie
printf(" '(s = '•alin"."fct . ctr):
printf("%" s = •%ltn". "vsope .vslop
printf("'sto7 p and look\n"):
gets( table),
/* mRe eps td
printf("\nalhoy props\ni j.
pv2= Xt/dd2 / (Xt/dd2+) -Xt)/ddIt
pvl = 1-p-2:
kds = kds l*pvt+kds2*pv2:
kdl = kdll*pvi+kdl2*pv2:
dd = ddl pvI+dd2*pv2:
Hf = Itfl*(l-Xt)+Hf2*Xt:
cpds = cpd I *(-Xt)+clxi2:':Xt
cpdl = cpds:
printf("'7,s = lfl n"."pv I". pv 1)
printf("%•.s = 't1f~n"."pv2". p12)-
printf("'" , s = '/( lf\n","kds". kds):
printf("%•, s = %lIfn"."kdl", kdl):
printf("" s = %l'1n"."dd". dd ):
printf(" .s = '%>Il ftn ."Ilf". I If):
printf("', s = (, lfn"."cpds". cpds):
fprintf(ti."', s = , Clfn"."kds". kds ):
fprintf(ti."%s = '; lIn"."dd". dd)
fprintf(ti."' s = ,lt.n"."Ilf" .11f)
fprintf(ti."5{ s = l'nC."cpds", cpds):
gets(table):
/* Read fromi restart.dat */
if(restart== I i
printf("reading restart inlk \"):
fscanf(sta." ' I^\n]\n".xx x):
printf("The first line reads 1'. s\n".xxx i:
fscanf(sta."` d't; [^I\ni \n".&nmLIn2.xxx ):
fscanf(sta." ' If 'j [^\n j\"' .&sllrtlllne.xxx):
printf("num = 'd. nunm2 = ' d\n".nui.num2).
printf("starttune = ' I\lln..starttime):
if(num2 < (numnd+numns I I nun2 > (nlldllll+nu1slls 1)
printf("ERR( )R - ELEI'ENT N(). IX( )ESN'T LINE I I'\n"):
lprintf( ti."ERR( )R - EILENILM E:NT N( ). I )( )ESN'T I.INE I r'\n" ):
gets(table):
oir(c=l: c<=numi2: c+-t I
printf("ready d to scan \il"):
fscanf(sta."'; If '1; I ^ \nrj \n" .&pteiimpicl.xxx
If(c>nums )
Ttol-I(ptem p(c].c):
printit "reading restart TI='(; II. in, = ; . num = ' d\un ".plcm ic.c.nuln )
fprinttf( i."reading restart T='. IIf. in = '." d. IIuI = 'I d\n".plcnlp( C].C.nILII•:
/* Read from cvcles.dat */
printf("\nreading in cycles inil, \(l"):
fprintf(ti."\nreadming in cycles inio \n' :
fscantf(cy."%[A\n]\n '" .xxx):
fscanf(cy."%d:[^A\nI]\n".& nctjt.xxx)•
printf("nct t = '; d\n".ncot ti:
fprintf(ti."nctot = ',d\n".nctou):
for(c= 1: c<=nctot: c++)
fscanf(cy."' d %lf ' 'lf % A If , I l1f" [^\n I\n".&cc.&atdur[cI.&aTdfc.&atld[c].&addr[ci.xxx):
printft("nc= 'X; 3d. atdur= '9 If. aT'= ' Ii. afkld= %'lf. addr= 'i lll\n".cc.atdur[ccl.aTd[cc].alld[cc].addr[cc]):
fprintf(ti."nc= ';/, 3d. atdur= 'Z If. aTd= '., It. a= fld= ', If. addr- L.- Ill".cc.atdur[cc].'uT[cc].ald[cc].addr[cc]):
addr[cI=addr(c]/1O()0: /* conv. to m/sec :/
printf("finished reading cvcles.dai o(k in"l
gets(table):
fclose( ti)
t'close(in 1:
fchlse(sta);
fclose(cy):
fclose(en );
printf("all indata files closed ok \n"):
gets(table):
/****** Calculates the flllowing:
phase diagram values
critical enthalpies
initial c• mpomsitions
adj. heat oi fusion
*****/
void mtanip()
int c:
ti=fipen( "title.dat"." a" ):
fprintf(ti."MANI P()\n" ):
printf("in manip( )\n"):
nun = (Te - Tm)/Xe:
Tliquidus = TI + min Xt:
Tsolidus = Te:
if(swtch== i )
Tliquidus = Tin2:
Tso,lidus = Tliquicdus-T'ran'ice:
to)r(c= .,c<=nc()t:c++)
if(t aTd[c ]>Tliq luidus)
.ild[cl= LO:
else ii( llTd[c]<Tsolidus)
atIdic]=().)0:
else
aTdic]=FLt•oT[(afld(cJ):
"Td=aTd[ 1]:
1-s=cpds "(Tsolidus-20(): * on hor simple icthtd '/
HI=Hs + I-If + cpds*(Tliquidus-Ts,,lidus): / on • or simple ImthIC d I
IId = TtoH(Td.0):
itelmp = TliquidIus: /* l')r planar lr'nt assumptin "/
Xs = Xt*kpur:
X1 = Xt:
for(i=www+ I :i<=onum :i++)
X[i]=Xt:
printf'"\nTliiluidtlus = '47.211nTsoIlidus = '; 7.211\n Imi 11= '; I\n Xt = l\".Tliquidus.idiiSASO I idnus.mmn.Xt):
printf("IIlf = ', l1.21nHlll = ',4 10.211\nlls = ' 10).2111nld= ' 10.211n\n".Ilf.lll.lls.IId):
fprintt(ti."\llTliquidius = '• 7.21 I\nTsol idus = '7. 21\11n n = ' 11\n Xt = '4 Il\ln".Tliiquidus.Tsc, lidus.nim.Xt):
fprintflti."Ilf = '4 l.2111nI = ' 10.211\nIls = ' I0.211\n\n".IlfI.Il.s):
ddr=ddr/ 1(0(): /* convert ddr t, mi/s fitrmi mini/s
ddrt=ddr: /* temporary sitrage */
dt = dtt:
sw=0:
p=().:
dtsum2=pfreq2:
mode= 1 :
printf("IHd = 'Xlt·1".IId):
fprintt(ti."Hd = '4 lt\n".lId):
fclose( ti):
SF/*****" ** lunction 2 - ('alcuklltOiin (1 Final (;rid Size "
void gridcal.()
double testtime.iiewdepth.miiin.max:
int realtilme
char dumruny[30]:
ti=fopen( "title.dat"."a"):
fprintf( ti."GRID(.ALC( )\n"):
thtot=thdepi+thsuLl: /* tot)al thickness "/
thdep=thdepi:
6.
/** determinining grid size */
if(thdepi<sin size)
numd=0:
else ift thdepi<(sinsize+dxi))
nunmd= 1:
else
numd=( (thdepi-sinsize)/dxi )+ 1:
nuimt = nums + numd: /P ttal ntunher */
nuln = llllt:
printf("numns= '%/.d. numd= '4 tl. num= '4 d\l".nus.llnund.lum):
fprinti( tI nu]ns= 't d. I1numd= '.I d. nuIII= d\n1".lums.lnunLcnu I):
ttemp= ptemp[(numIsl
/** number of elements at end ft*l ni) - ,)r ptti(ing /
if(nctot==0)
newdepth = Cdur'ddr*rnpas.I:
else
newdepth=thdepi:
testtime=).(:
f' r( i= 1 :i<=nctClc:i++ )
niewdepth=lnewdcptch+add i I *'aildur( i j:
testtilne=(esttime+atdI ulI i:
printf( "newdepth= '." 11. add r(i1= '; If. atdurl ij= 'lf testtimne= ' Illn".newdepth.addrf i].atdurL i.ltesttime):
!printl ti."newdepth= 'A. If. addrjlil= '/ If. atdurli]= 'A If tesitime= 'I IfIl\".newdepth.addrl i].atdurf i].testtime :
} /* 637 */
numfin = newdepth/dxi:
numfin = iumfin+ 1 +nums:
printf( "nunifin = '; d\n".nulfii :
fprintl( ti."numiin = '. d\n .numfit :
if( runtime>test ime )
I'Ullt lle=t esiliCle :
/* calculate x and dx fur inital .rid '/
if(sco)pe==l
printi( "\n***('C tstaint sub. grid size \n"):
fprinf(ti."\n':"** ('cnstanlt subt. -grid size \rt"):
dxs=thsub/( ( nunms -0.5):
i= 1:
xfi]= dxs/2.0:
dx[il=dxs:
printf("x['• d]= 'I If dx= ', IIln".i.xjil.dx li):
for (i=2:i<=nuns:i++)
x[ij= x(i-l]+dxs:
dx[i]=dxs:
printl("x[', 1d= ' If dx= 'A Ifln".i.xfi].dxif):
fprint'(ti."xf'Ad = 'A II dx= 'A lln".i.xl i.dxli]):
/******..*'*** VARYIN(; SIZE "I*
else iftsc11pe==2)
printlf "\n***Alcernaive: varying dx\n"):
fprintf(ti."\n* I**Alternative: varying dx\n"):
min = 0.(:
dxs = thsub/niums:
max = 2*dxs - mIin:
dx[ 1] = 2*:(max-(1 .5 )/nuins (max-miI ))+2:'(max-i nums-0.5 )/1ums (max-mil ))-2*dxi:
x[l] = 0.0:
i=l:
printf( "x['Adj= '/ If dx= ' II c: actual elcim thick 1/2 dx \tn".i.x(il.dxli]):
fprintf(ti."x[••:%d= '.1 If dx= '' If c: actual clem thick 1/2 dx \n".i.x[ i.dxl il):
for (i=2:i<nums:i++)
dx[i] = max - (i-(0.5)/nwns"( max -lin):
x[i]= x[i- l+(dx[i-ll+dx[il )/2:
fprintf(ti."x(['A dj= ' Itf dx= 'A Iltn".i.x[il.dxl i):
i= nuuI1lS:
dx[i] = 2*dxi:
x[i]= xfi-1]+(dx[i- 1+dx[il )/2-0.()()()0l.
printf("x1l )= '; if jx= i] C: .l ictual clcm thick 1/2 dx \n".i.x!i.dxli ):
fprintf(ti."x['A, d(= It Jx= I f .: actual elem thick 1/2 dx \n•.i.xj[i .dx ii):
printf( "\n*** DE( )SIT G(RI ID) x\n" :
fprintf(ti." :'**DEPOSIT nuRd) dx==\if (numid 
== 0)
mode = 0:
x[num+l] = thsub:
dx[numl+1]= dxi:
i=num+ :
printf("x[Ldl= ' If dx= ' If k: ac.tual clen thick 1/2 dx \l".i.xlil.dxlil );
else
Illode = 1:
if(numi == 1)
dx[numn =2*thdc pi:
x[nuin I=thshb:
prinitf("x['•dI= '; I dx= Il c:. 1ctual elen thick 1/2 dx \n".Luin.xIIIIuml.dxl UI]):
fprintfti."x 1 d (= t' Idx= It' c.: ctual elcm thick 1/2 dx \Ii".LIumI.X( nimIl.dx(ntmII):
if(nuimd >= 2)
dxlnuts+ I j=dxi:
x[nutns+ 1 =thsub:
i=numls+ 1:
printf("x[' dl= '; If dx= ', II c: actual elem thick 1/2 dx \n".i.x[i].dx[i]):
fprintf(ti."x[1' d]= ';; If dx= 'I If c: actual elein thick 1/2 dx \j".i.x[i].dx[il):
for (i = (nuums+2): i<numl : i++)
ldx[i]=dxi:
x[i] = x[i- l j+dxi:
printf("xjl'. dl= '; II dx= '.; Illn".i.xl ii.dxil):
fprintf(ti."x['.A dl= '; 11' dx= '1 Illn".i.x[il.dxlil):
dx[nuni]= 2*(thtt - (x[IIIIII - I+dxl nuin-1 1/2)):
x[nuim]= thtct:
printf("thtt t = '; If \n".thtto ):
fprintf(ti."thtot = '•If \n".th t):
i=1Uli:
fprintfI(ti."xl'"; d!x='.; I = '(' If ' : actual clci 1 thick 1/2 dx \n".i.x[il.dx[il ):
X[[nums]=ths ub-.(0000()0 1:
printf("here are the initial clements\n"):
fprintf(ti."here are the initial elements\in"):
gets(table):
/* calculate x and dx fotr linal erid */
dx[num+ I J=dxi:
x[nun+1 ]=thtot + ().5*dxi:
for (i=( num+2):i<=( nuitin+2):i+i+)
dxfi]=dlxi:
xfij= x[i-1 ]+dxi:
dxnew = dx[nuilj: /* top elcin. = dxnew: cilc. I
printf("dxnew = ',: It\n\n .dxnew )
fprintf(ti."dxnew = ' Inl\n".dxnew):
printf("press return tI) ,ee final g-rid dimensions\n"):
gets(table):
ftr(i= 1:i<=num fin :i ++
printf( "dx[%2i] = '. C).711 xl ]= :, ').7 111n".i.dxl il.xli):
1C111 pl'revi)iOus itcr */
printf( "the tiotal numiber ot e lmeins w\ii equal '; 3 i\n\n".( numli i+2 :
fprintf(ti."the total number oit eleiments will equal 'A C 3i\n\n".( Iumin+2)):
/* realtime = runtinme/dt/77:
printf("estiinated time Lt run = ' .:;d slccinds 'r '4 cd iinutels\i" .r1caltime.( realli t /e()()) :/
********* Function 3 - 'Creaites titles for outpult files " '
void title()
char gg[4].day[4].mi()nthi[4.nidayjI4].hrI ].yr[5.niinea 130]
char coIImentl [I() I.co n)ient(2[1 .ctiinment3[8(01.ct)niument4[(;8 0
ti=fopen( "title.dat '." a"):
if(opt == 0)
o(p=ft)pen( 'enthalpy.d at"."w ):
if(opt == 1)
op=fopen( "enthalpy.dat"."," ):
system( "date > tempdate" :
td=tfopen( "tern pdate ."r" ):
fscanft(td."%·s'Ys',: s'/ s';' s\n".day.lMe Illnth.ndaNy.hr.g.yr):
fclose( td):
system( "'rm tempdate"):
if(opt == i) [
fprintf(op."Prtgram Finished: 'A, s 'A 'A. s 'A s\n".day.mt nth.idav, hr.ir):
fprintf'(ti."Prograin Finished: './ s 'SA s '. s '.4 s\n".dav.iinth.ndav. hr.r:
fclose(ti):
fchlse(oup):
/* co)nuneInts for (output file */
printf("enter namle or initials: \rn"):
gets(namne):
printf("enter cmmnnents (4 lines al lhtwed): \in"):
gets(commient I ):
gets(conunent2 ):
gets(conunent3):
gets(conunent4):
fprintf(op."Data generated on: 'A/s ies /'A s 'A s's s\n".day.rminth.nday. hr.yr):
fprintf(op,"Executed by: 'A s\nl".naIne):
fprintf(op."\nSolidilication ()ption = '4 d\n".swtch):
fprintf(lop."\nC( )MMENTS:\n'A s\ns\n' s\n'/,.s\n\n".co)Im ent I .coninient2.comnment3.comnment4):
fprintf(ti."I)ata generated mtn: 'A s 'A s 'A s 'A s 'A,.s\n".day.m•onth.nday. hr.yr):
fprintf(ti."Executed by: ', s\n".nlaue ;
fprintf(ti. "\nSolid ification ()ptlin = ' d\n".snwtch )
fprintf(ti."\ncmiinments:\n'i...s\in'A s\in'.; s\n's\n\n" .cI'n ent I.cinmiiei 2.ct)miiient3i.cu)mienit4):
/* Assumptions and lleadinis /
fprintf(ti."tgas = '( 6.21f. tcontrol = ' (.21f hotiaclt = 0 .311 hgas = '; (.21fn\n".Tgas.Tc.he.hg):
fclose(ti):
fchlse(()p);
system("cat enthalpy.dat iinputsS.dat > enith.dat"):
system("minv enth.dat entlhalpy.dat ):
op=fopen("enthalpy.dat"."a" ):
fprintf(op."\nnums= '7 d. dxsub= 'X 10.81Xf. dxdepi= '/ I10.81f. dxsmall= , 1(0.1lf. dxi= 'A I.811\n"
.nums.( thslub/nums ).( thdepi/numld ).smsize.dxi):
fprintf(op."\ntime T(i)= nuins-2 nunIs-I numns nurns+l numns+2 nums+3 n-4 n-3 n-2 n-I n \n"):
fprintf(op.-----------------------.-------------------------------------------------- 
---------- \n"):
fclosewlop);
/****** Function 4 - sets initial conditions dep & sub i*/
void setinitl()
int u:
char dununy[30]:
ti=ftupen( "title.dat"."a"):
printf( "\initial coinditi ons: \n\n"):
/* SET Initial (ionditi)on Flr Substrale :
for(n=l :n<=nutns: ni++)
if( restart==()1
pteinpl n]=Trc:
temp[n l=ptelmpi n1]:
print[( "ptemp['.A 2il = ';. .1 l.\n".nL.ptempnl il).
PII[n] = U 0:
fl[n] = I1).):
ifI(sctpe==2 )
t)r( tn= 1: n<=-Inl1IlS: 11++)
Pl lIIln]=T )l TeC.llc ):
/* SET Initial (C'mndititiin Fmr Il)csl u /
lf( !=( tlnun"~ 1 i ): 11<=-ItI1: ++ - -
printt "set initial depo(sit. I = ' d\l".r :
il(restart==()
pteimpi n]=Tdi:
tfltn]=lldi:
Pl 1[n]=TtoI I( ptemp( n1 .n1):
printl( "ptemnp('A 2i = 'i 6. 111 ' 1 = 7.11 fl= ' H 4 211\In"..ptemprn llP 11n I.11nf I):
Iprintlti."ptempl'4 2i1 = ' 6. 111 PI'11= ' 7.)11 11= 4.211\1n".n.ptempl nl.Plln1.111 n):
/* set initial dro)plet stale /
ptemp(j]=i ltol'( I td.flI 0(.n ).
temip[O]=ptemnp[l 1:
if(nclttt>()
ddr = addr[ncl:
fld = atld[nc]:
Td = aTd[nc]:
fl[O]=11d:
temp[n]=Td:
ptemp[n]=Td:
IHd=Ttl l(Td.n ):
printl(",nii Tliquidus = 'A Ift. Tsolidus = ' lI\n".''liquidus. Tso)lidus):
fprintf(ti."\n Tliquidus = ', It. Tslidus = ' Illn".'l'liqtuidus. Tsolidus ):
printl("\n droplet tlemp= '.6.111. 11= '1 7.011. 1fl= '1 4.21.n".ptempl()l.l.Id.1()1):
fprinti(tl."\n drlop)let telmp= ':; 6. 111. 11= '" 7.0)11. 11= 4.211\n".ptep()01. Id.flj)O:
/* stop and check initial cmondtions /
printf("Press return toh continule. coiitrol c ito sitop\n .
gets(table):
printf("\n I ERE WE (( I ... I I( )L (N! \n"):
fclose( ti):
/****** Function 4 - sets initial conditions dep & sub ::*!
void setinit2()
int n:
char dummnyl30]:
printf("\ninitial conditions: \n\n"):
/* SET Initial C(.'nditi(n 1r Slhubstrate "/
fior(n=l :n<=numls: n++)
ptemp[n I=Tc:
temp[n]=Tc:
printtf( ("ptemp['2i] = '=, 6. 1 Inll".n.ptempl in):
Pll[n] = 0.0:
fl[n] = 0.0:
/* SET Initial C(tnditimn Fir I)elposit +I
ftor I=111 ItlI .+ ): 11<=1)t1111: )+-*-
pteImp in =T[di:;
fl[n]=ll1di:
t1 [n]=TI•l I ptempi ni.n j.
printtC"ptemnpl'/ 2il = ', .11 I'l I= ' 7.()If f= ' -4.2111n".n.pt pl n 1.Ili IIn1. 11 n I:
/* set inutial condition klr Xint I:/
if U I[..1==IIluns I
Xint = thsub:
pool = 0.0:
VVV=IUIiS+ 1:
www=VVV:
printl( "** vvv
else ifl lldl==().0)
Xint = Ithtt:
pool = 01.0:
VVV = 1111111-:
W•WW=nlI:"
print[( ': '
else
= ',J. Xint= '.4 7 .6111n\n".vv'.XintIt:
S X lilt= '; 7.0, IC•ll\l".V v. iltl:
/* starts paitnal liquid as totall, liquid '!
Xint = thsull:
pool = thttt-Xint:
VVV = InuIms+ 1:
www=vVV:
printf(" ** vv = ';, J.Xint= ', 7.(•11fn\n".vv\'.Xinuu :
/* droplet state */
ptemp[0]=H(oTF(Hd.fll0I.0):
temp[}0]=ptemp[(]:
printf("\n droplet temp= ';6. If. II= '/7.()11. 11= ' 4.211\n".ptemp ()1.lld.fl[(Il):
/* stop and check initial condlitions /
printf("Piess retllur t contLitLue. clntrol c to) stop\nr" ):
gets(table):
printl("\n IIERE WE (E() ... Il()1l1 ()N! \n").
/************ Funcliio 5 - Set 1it lor John's stablilit criteria with lactor ./
void setdt()
dt = lactor*'(.5*'(dx[nuln I 'dx[l um il*dd*cpds/(kds+ 1):
time = time + dl:
if (runtime <= time)
kk=2:
/***** :: • FIlun.'tltIl 6 - CaICtllates cxpected neW d anI grows element he eeded ::::::/
void dxcalc()
dx[num]=dxnew: /` from previous iteration +/
x[num] = xfnunI-I l+(dxlnum-1 ]I+dxnwi)/2:
if(pmode== )
printf( "dxcalc( )"):
if (mode==0) /* WAITING [I'( growthI to be big enough - nlyV happens once*/
if(num>( numns+1 ))
11Kmode = 1:
Cgrowth = ().():
growth = thatt - 1\iel:
if (gr(owth >= sm.,ze) /+ the I gr()w and g to m)de 1 I/
oIde = i /' Imake a new element /
if (mode== I) : tp elem ( 'oWigi in siZe every iteratin il :
if ((dx[num ]/2)>=( dxi-smnsiuzie / if top clemn. hig enMcugh --> creates new element /
gridgrow(:
grnew=dt*ddr:
dxnew=dx[numl+gurnew 2: I/" ullt by 2 since actual is 1/2 dx -/
/************ Function 7 - (;id Muanipulation - Igrwtlh by decpsitimin '/
void gridgrow( )
double dtdx:
if(swtch == 2)
if (nunl==nuIII
prmintf("ADDING DEPOI' )SITS FIRST ELEMENT with no initial deposit\n"):
temp[numns+ 1] =tenip[nulmsl:
ptemp(numns+ l=temip[niiumsl:
tl[nums+ I I=llc:
H[nums+1 I=Tt, l l(tem plinums+ I1 .nums+ 1):
PHI[numns+1 =I 11l[iIus+- 11:
dx[nums+ 1]= 2 ': growth:
x[nums+ 1 ]=thsuh+dxl iiiins+ 11 /2:
Xint=thsul1+( 1-11d)*dx[ nums+ 11/2:
111=1:
nIUln=iUmL1n+ 1:
else
printf "\n\n ... . '**** ADDIN( ; AN ADDI)ITIO)NAL ELNM'ENT****************"):
printf("ddr= ': 5.31f. thsu=' 7.51f. Xint='% I(.811. thtt='; 10.81tX. pooldepth=', 1().X If. dx[num]=% 10. 9 1t•n\n"
.(ddr* l o()()().thsul b.Xillt.thi )t,( thitt)t-X iint).dxl Inuml ):
printff" Before Elciemnent Splil:\n numn=-'.d".num):
printf(" dx='/ 1(),)ll '. x=/ 10O.91f. ptemp=%.7.21f. I i=; 7.01f. fl=1A 5.3111nu
.dx(n .xum li.X I.ptem 1i [num I.I'I( I[ltln u .tll[ 111 I 1):
dx[numn+ I =dx[numi]-2*dxi:
dx[numjl=dxi:
x[num I=x[IInum- I +(dxl Intnum-l +dxl ntumi 1)/2:
x[nuIm+ I ]=x xnunmt1+(IdxI num I +dx Inum+1+ 11)/2:
ptemp[ nun+ I ]=ptcimplnumn I:
temp[num+l I =ptempj[num+ II:
ptemp[num ] = ptempil um-11 + (xl ium I-xl nuIm- 1j)/( xlin um+ 1l-xl num- 1l)*( ptemp[num+ 1 ]-ptemp[num- l ):
temp[ numln=ptemp[numni:
/* to accotunt foir liquid fra;ction case 1/
fl[numi =(xlnun l+xinumxl n I/2-Xin )/dxl ntnn 1:
if(tl[nlumll> I .0)
fl[numn]= 1 .0:
if(fl[numl]<)0.)
fl[numu =0.0:
fl[nunm+ 1] =2*(x [num+ 1 ]-Xint )/dxII n u m + 11:
if(fl[nutm+1 I> 1.1))
il[numin+ 11=1.():
if(fl[num+ 11 <.0))
:I[num+ i 1=().0:
PHInuin I =Ic Tf f1piciu IptI I.m LI tI:l
Pl[llInuin+ ]=T•tlI(ptclmpl nuImI+1 .(nl um+l )):
printf(l" Altcr clcincnt split: \n numl='(d ".ruinr):
printf(" Jx=' 10.911. x=' 10.1If. plenip=', 7 211. 11=' 7.011. 11=' 5.311T1"
.dJx I(nuo II.x I nlu1 I.pt u Ipl ip)I uI I.1' I nuI I.ll HII i j I:
printfl" !nuin+1=' ; d ".i .(un+1));
print " x='A i 10.911. x= 0.911. pt p= 7.211. 1= 7.011. fl=p l5.3=11".\n"
.dx[lnuIll+ l I.xII 11u + I .ptcllnp l .1nu+lll+ l l lll+ +11.11 llinu1n+I 1):
111= 1:
11UIn1=illl + I1
time = time - di: /: rcset tune with new elcnicit size "/
kk = 0:
setdt ):
else /* **** .: ** * . . fior dircc T -Il-fl relati•ioniship .******* ' ** * * ******
if (nuI1==ntlllis
print'("F)LADDIN( 1)111( )SlS I:I RST 1I.-MINT withl n) initial deposil\n"):
fl[nuins-t- I ]=1ld:
I Inulns- 1= I=ild:
P'H-[nuims+ 1=1 1i IinuLs+1 I:
tcinp[nums+ 1]=i ioTl( I[nulnis+ i 1.fl1 inins+ I I. nins+ I ):
ptemp[numns+ I 1=lmnpl Iluilns+ 1:
dx[nuims+ 1= 2 1* growth:
x[nulns+ I ]=Lhsubh+dxil nlns+ 1 ]/2:
ll= 1:
Iulll=n nllll+
else
printf "\n\n****"* **** :, :,ADDIN(G AN ADDITIONAL ELEMENT******************")
printf(" thsulb=%'A 7.51f. thitl=' 10.81f. po(oldcpth='X I10.Y-lf. dx[nuinl='. 10. 9 111n\n"
.thsuh.i hhtol.(thto(-Xint ).dx×fnurn I ):
printfl" Before lElciment Splil:\in nuln=%7d".nuin ):
printf(" dx=', (10.91f. x='(7 10.911. ptemp='.' 7 .21f. II='-%7.Olf. fl='/5.311\n"
.d x [nui I.x [1 LnuM 1]. ptcnIl pi 11u111 .I' If uI 1.11 1 it IIum ):
dx[numn+ I j=dx[nuin I-2':dxi:
dx[nuln I=dxi:
x[ nu]=x[IIIum-1 J+(dxl num-1 +I I dxliin 1)/2:
x[numi + I l=x nII nj+( dxl 1i1 I +dlxl 111in11+ 11)/2:
pteinp[ Iuin+ I j=ptlelpl nlln 1:
teIp[nulln+l1 I =plcin p(llln i+ 1 I:
fl[nuin+ 1]=11[numnl:
PH[nulni+ I =Ttol (penipll llin+- I1.(iuln+ 1)):
printf(" After elcement split: \n iluln=i'd ".Ituln):
printif(" dx=% l0.91f. x='., 10.91f. pteimp=-/c7.21f. Il='/7.01f. ll=%55.311f\nI"
.dxiuimn ].XIliuin i.pielnp(n Iurn .P1Il[un in.11 [inui I ):
prinhltfl" lnulin+ =, d ".(inuin+ 1 )):
printf(" dx= 10i.91. x=' 10.911. pIenp=;7. II=%7.. 11  11/l=5311nn
.dx[lllun+ I .xni ll+ 1.PiC1.p ili n 1111111+ 11.P II Illl+1 I l.fInulll+ II ):
111= 1:
IDlmUl=IlIIlll+1:
tinle = tlille - dt: IV reset tliie with new CleIni sizc V
kk = 0:
setdt( ):
/********'"*** :unctioin 8 - Tl'rackinlg S)lidificaitintFrlnt 1/':
void itracsuvecl
double vci:
double dxint:
dxint = vci Ldt:
Xint += dxint:
pool= (thatit-Xint):
solicd= IA:
Xinllt=lthltot:
VEL=kir:
VVV= 11lI11- I
WWW=uI1nl111
retUrn:
il(Xint>=-'x(nunl I-dxlinunli/2)) /* this statement is Inw redundant with shifted ode pos. /
S /* will leave in for novw /
solid=2.0()
VVV=IUl- I:
WWW=IUlII":
return:
if(Xi nt<=thsulb)
solid=3 0:
Xint=thsulb:
VEL=)o.o:
VVV = nmllllS+ l:
WWW=VVV:
return:
solid = 5.0:
if(Xint >= (x[wwwl+d x[www /2.0))
WWW++:
else if(Xint < (x[wwwl-dx[www /2))
WWW--:
if(Xint >= x[vvv+l 1)
VVV++:
else ifiXiiit < x vvvj)
vvV--:
il(mode== I)
/* printil"vv'V = ¼ id. www= ' . Xit= nt' I. VIAI.= '; f. xlvvvl= ', If.x[v%,v+ l= ' If iter=I' 12Id\nl"
.vvv.www.Xint.VIIL..xI vvvl.xl vvv+ I.mn: ,:/
return:
/************ Function 9 - Calculates SI BSTRATE T 'EMPERATI RE ***'
void subtemp()
double kd.qtermu.qtlernd.qteri.cnst.ht.AA. BB.hradLl
i=1:
ptemp(i] = Tc: /* control temp tideal) */
temp[i] = Tc.: /* this could have bcIe put ill an ittitializatiO i
section: leave here tor possible control action /
hrad = x + 3:':(ptemplntumli-172)/28.l(:
ht = hlad + hg:
/* substrate internal temlperature */
for(i=2:i<nums:i++)
cnst = dt/(ds*cps*dx[i]):
qufi] = ks/ix[i+ I I-xli )*'(ptempl 1 I -piempli I ):
qd[i] = ks/(x[il-x[i-l ):':(ptempli- 1|-pteipnl i] ):
tIerm = c'LIst(q I i+qdi 1:
temp[ij= ptempii] + Lcterm:
/* substrate teCpeCraturl at CJpisub intCriace 'I
cnst = dt/(ds*cps'dxil si:
yd[nunms = ks/(x IIumsin -xiinms- I :( ptllmpi nuLns- 1 -ptempul s I:nu i)
ctermd=c ust"qd[ntulnsj:
I( teulU= enshe ps+-ptemplus):
W 1rll'u= €.'11.', " " llll p111 tIII s 1 2 -[ItcIIlllLI + - lillm :tlmnpintums = 'ptctnm1 numst  ternut  2 jternd:
else
qlerlliu = Censt "1ht' 1Tas-plemplnp Insl):
teinmp[numsl = ptemp Inuimsl+2*tert.nnu+2"Clltermnd:
Iqu(nuins = ltlermIl U/cnst:
/:******::.:::l:e::** :* Function 1 - C(aklulates DEP()SIT ENTIIAIIY ': *******
void depeith()
L,,ubllle Qt'IermdAC.QCtin uL Utenit alt. ln iult .keq 2.kJ.kd 1.kd2.dx 1.dx2.qcOn tv. hrad.hlt.ddx:
double lfacttrnj Inuin1ill . ai ullca1 n in
i c nt~nveci.nltti tii+r atit ll/
ilnuln>lniuls )
qd:nulns+l I = he (ptelllpll •in s -pilcll II IIn s+ I1):
Qsub = dt/(dd*dx [nuLin*+l: I 'd I nulns+ Ii:
hrad = X + 3'( ptemp[nntiinl- 172)/2NX.():
ht = hrad + hg:
quInumll i= Ilh(t*T:gs-ptcin p nu tll I):
Qtop = dt/(dd*dxl niumj Illlj uinLl :
Eterm = n ldrldt/dxlnuui (IIt-lldnuin):
/* Setting up Areas */
area(lnums]= 15.579)S:
fotr(i=lumns+ 1 :i<=num:i÷++
ddx = (xlil-xl nurnlsI):
area[ij= 15.579' - + 12.2'ddx 113.()'ddx 'Cldx:
alactor i = areauli/areal I-l 1-1 )/2+1
/* single deposit elcnemitt 'I
if(iinum==( nuim.s+ I)
Ill[numu = I'llliunl + 2*'Jter +*n  2'QI(p + 2 *Qsulb: /* all are 2x since size = 1/2 dx */
/* multiple deposit elements */
else
/* at dep/sub interface */
kd = kdep(ptempini ums+ 11.fl1 IInuns+ 1 ):
kdl = (kd + kdepIptenpli+11].ll[i+ 1))/2:
dxl =(dx(nuins+ 1 ]+dx(iinumls+211/2:
qufnuns+ 1 I = kd I /dx 1:': piclpli nums+2 I -pItempi niIls+ 11):
QternIu = dt/(dd*dxf inuns+ I j):':lull llllnuns+1 :
lctnv = dt/(dd*'dxlinulms+ 1 1)'* lt*(Ts '[gaS- tenlp[nunIs+ I ])*(4*dx[lluIns+ 1 j/dialneter/2):
H[nums+ Il = lil[numns+l I + 2*Qsub + 2*Qterinu + 2*qlcninv: /* a:ll are 2x since size = 1/2 dx */
/* internal to deposit :/
tor(i=( nuins+2 ): i<nuIn:i++)
kd = kdep(ptempli].11fil):
kdl = (kd + kdep(ptcmpli+I .11(i+11))1/2:
kd2 = (kd + kdep(pleCmpl i-I 1.11 i- 1))/2:
dxl = (dxl i+ 1 J-dxl il)/2:
dx2 = (dxl i- 1- +,xl iil)/2:
qu[il = kd*(ptempllii+ 1 -picniplil)/dx I :': ifactor(i+ 11:
qdili] = kd*(ptemnp, i- I -pienpli )/dlx2 / alactorl i:
cony = hil(Tas-ptemnpii )(4*dx ii/diancter):
I[i] = 1'llii - t/(dd*Cdxj )ilIi l(quj l+d ij+yCL))V).
/* deposit Stll'lcc i:!
kd = kdcep(pteinpi nuini .fl( nuni):
dx2 = (dxfnuln i+dxi nun1- 11)/2.
Lld[nunl 1= kd/dx2*'(ptcemiili num- I j-piemp 1nuulli):
Qtermd = dt/(dd*dxl uuin iqdinuinl:
Hl[numl = Pillinumni -t 2: itermi + 2*Qterinmd + 2"Qto)p: ": the 2 acco)unts l ()I a 1/2 elem :/
lIT( )T = ITOT: r/" I()T[T is .I/ke * m^3 ii I IT()T*d'ensity = .hJules */
I ITOT = 0.5*( llfnums+ 1 II:dxl nuis+) + I Inhum I"dxI mX 111111):
for(i=numns+2:ni<n um:1++ )
I ITOT= I ITOT+I li *dx iI:
I ITFI TX = (I MI UT-i IT( )T).
QFLI TX = ,Etern+Qt p JxU inm /2+Qsuh:dx iun.- l1 :
/******.,*******' * ,,n'l:u. ctl 101 - Calculates I)EP(O)SIT EN'IITHALI'Y "**'"'"*/
void allenth()
double ttermu.qtermd.qterm.cist.ht.hrad:
double Qternmd.Qtermu.litenmuilt.lmnlt.ketl2.k.kd I.kd2.dx l..x2:
I [ 1] = Ttol-I(Tc.()):
hrad = 8 + 3'*(ptemp[numli-172)/2.()0:
ht = hrad + hg:
/* internul to substrate /'
fc)r(i=2 :i<umis :i + +)
kd = kdep(ptemp[il.fl[i]):
kd 1= (kd +kdepp(ptcmp[i+ i 1.fll i+ 11))/2:
kd2= (kd +kdep(ptemp[i- I l.llJi-1 I))/2:
dxl = (dx[i+1]+4dxli])/2:
dx2 = (dxfi-l]+dx[i])/2:
qu[i] = kd*(ptenmpi+ l]-ptimpj il )/dx l:
qd[i] = kd*(prempli i-I I-pteinplil)/dx2:
I Ifi] = P1 T[i] + dt/(dd*dxli )i(lquli +qdli ):
/* at dep/sub interface - inums) */
lu[tinuIns = he ' (1ltempnpnuill+ I-pitcipi nuns l):
dxl =(dx[numns+ Ij+dx[lnuwns i)/2:
kd = kdep(ptemp(i ums 1.111 nums I 1:
yld[nulns] = kd/dx 1i( ptemp tiinus- I I-ptemtp[1numns I):
Qsub = t/ldd*dx[nums )::)qd[numsi:
Qtop = dt/(dd*dx[nllums] )qtlu[numills]:
I-IH[nums = PHI-[numsi + 2"*Qsul) + 2*Qtop: /P All are 2x since size = 1/2 dx */
/* DEPOSIT */
Lld[ulns+ ] = -qulLInLsl:
Qsub = dt/(dd*dx[Inumns+l i)*qdl(numins+ II:
qu[numn]= ht*('Tus-ptemp[ntmL):
Qtop = dt/(dd*dxlnuml )'ulnuml:
Etermn = ddr*dt/dxfnuml- lId-Pllnuinl:
/* single deposit element (nums+ = lnutn) */
if(num==( numns+ I1)
Il[numl = PI'llnumnil + 2*FEterin + 2*Qtop + 2'Qsub: /': all are 2x since size = 1/2 dx */
/* multiple delpsit elements :/
else
/: at dep/sul) intelrlac (iiuIIns+ H */
kd = kd"epIptenip•n tuiis+ 11.l 1tIumtis+ I I ):
dx I=(dx[IIuntms+l I+dxl nuims+2))/2:
quinumis+ 1 = kd/dx I "(tlp inius+ 2 I-pte'l'p'(ius+t 1):
Qtermu = dt/(dd*dx( inuis+ lI)(lu( lumI+I IS :
Illh nums+ I = PjJi ntus+1 I + 2':Qsub + 2 Qlcrimu: /, dl arc 2x since si/ze = 1/2 Ix
;' internal to dep(osit /
lI)r( i=( nuins+2 ):i<nuin :i ++ )
kd = kdep(ptenmpl i l.1(il):
dx = dxl i+ 1 J+dxl i )/2:
dx2 = dxl i- ll+dxl il )/2:
Luli] = kd*(ptemIpl i+ I -ptiCnpl i )/dx 1:
qdLi] = kd*(ptempl i-1 I-ptcmpi il)/dx2:
l[i] = iTl i] + dt/(Idd*dxj lif )*(qul i J+qdl i):
/* deposit surIace ( lnui ':/
kd = kdep(Iptempi um 11.f( S11Il11 ):
dx2 = (dx InuIm +dxi 1u r1n- 11)/2:
qcd numI = kd/dx2*(•ptempi numl-l i-pteiimpI nuin I):
Q(ernd= dtl(dd*dx uti1in i 1):yLdjlum11j:
IIllnumi = PIinuii + 2l'terni + 2 Qlerind + 2 QtIp: the 2 accounts itfr a 1/2 eleiim
/I*** ******:..: ** **** itr: j:lFitioll I I - c)pvy ew ICs nlld h's to old t's and h's I***:::::4II. ***:;:
void cotpyteinp()
for(i=2:i<=num:i++)
ptemp[il=templi:
PH[i]=H[i]:
/***a*****:*** 'FunctioIn 12 - Sets leposition rate /
void depcalc()
int 1n=0:
if(nctot>0())
tcycle = (cycle + Lit:
if( tcycle>=altdur[Ic I )
Ilc=IC+ I:
tcvcle = 0.0:
ddr = idditriinc :
fld = alldlncl:
Td = ahd[nc]:
fl[O]=tld:
templn]=Td:
ptemp[n]=Td:
I Id=Ttol ICTd.n ):
o)p=fo)pe ( "elnthalpy.dat"."a" ):
* fprintft'(p." C(Y('LE N( ).= '' d. )EP RATE= '6 (.11f. Tdur= I 7 .01•n".ilc.lddr.atdurnuc] ):
printftop."\n Tdrop= '. 6.1 1f. IId= '7.01f. fld= 4.211n".Td. Id.fld): */
else
if ( tilme > (ttlur+pl';ppass) && sw==())
ddr = 0.0:
p=p+ I.:
sw=l:
t11 (p==110LSS
,,v=2:
if( tilne > (pIppass && sw==i I
dli=ddrt:
/******~F4.****** EcIInivi 1 - ( p Irelatin for depositi *iC/
double cpdep(tmp.l.tt
double tmp.fct:
double ci.cs.c:
lI = 226.5: / liquid /
cs = 226.5: /* solid /
c = f't*cl + (1.0()-fct)cs: : mixture '/
return(c):
/:* *** * ** *J: [Functioni 14 - k rela:tim ftill - d.ep Si.'t '
double kdep tinp.let'
double unp.lct:
double kkkk:
kkkk = Ict.'tkdl + I .()-lct):':kds: /" mixture
return( kkkk):
double FLtcTh(FL)
double FL:
double TT:
/**** simple T' to II relationship '" 4:/
if(swtch == 1)
if(FL < 0.0 I FL > 1.0)
printf("ERROR - loohkineg lfor T tlside tf I] rlnre\n" ):
TT= 100000:
'1= TIso(Iidus + FL:(Tliq uidus-Ts',, I Idus ):
returnt VT):
else il(swtci == 3)
IT = FLsol(FL):
/* if(m>=( && m<4)
printf("iter = ' n 3d. e = '% 3d. iii = '4 3d\n".k.nc.iii):
printf"('T = 'Y.7.2lf.enth[iii]='7, 7.21f. enthl iii+ 1 1=%;'7.21 n ".TT.en Ith[iii][I 1.enth[f iii+ I If 1]):
printf("ll[nc]= '•7.21f.enthl(iiij='A 5.31f.eithliii+ 1 I=-'5.311\n".FL.enthlhiiil3l.cnthjiii+l I[3]):
S*-/
return(I•T):
/****f*441I"iI-1.11 [unction 010 II to it T
double I ltTl( Illl.ff.ii
double HIl.fr:
int it:
double IT.I leq:
/**** simple T to H relatiunship =====''
Il swlch == I
.ifll1<= I Isl
ilfii] = (o):
r l[ii] = u l( ll- l. : l-lls):
l= = Tlsllidu. - i-ii]*Tliquidus-Ts-lidu.1:
if = lll >= I I 
T" = T'lignidu.• - ý 1111-1 II)/clxil:
return'flT):
/:******::: :t:: :::::::: : I:: "rwth killInetics ::modelliL  :" " "
else if(swtch == 2)
Ileq = I11H -ff f 11:
"I = "Tsoul ley)-.
return!lTr:
else if(swtch == 3)
"TT= Tsol(IlII):
[ii] = (ll I - eithliiii][21) /(e lllhliii+l(12]-eithliiil[21) * (enthliii+1 1[13]-enth iiil[3])+enthl iii][3]:
if(m>=() &6& m<4)
printf("iter = 3d. elem no. = '1;3d. iii = ' 3d\n".k.ii.iii):
printf( "IT = '%7.21f.enthl iiil=-'A7.21f.enthl iii+ 1='A:7.211n1".'1T.enth[iiil][ 1 .enth[iii+ 11 11):
printl'("lll = 'A,7.21f.en thliii]='A 1().21f.enth[iii+1 I='( l().21fin".IlIII.enth[iii][2].einth[iii+11[2]);
printf( "fl*(ii]= '; 7.21f.enth[ iiij='/ 5.31f.euthliii+I j='15.311\n".fl[ii].enth(iiil[3].enth[iii+1 ][3]):
returnt( IT):
double Tsol(I [II)
double llIl:
double TT:
fotr(k=l:I11III<crthliiii] 2.:k++)
111--:
for(k= 1:I Il>cnth[iii+ I ][2];k++)
Il1++;
TT= 0IIH- - enthliii][2]/femb III+1II2j-enthl liii[2l)*tdelt+cnthfiii][ 1l:
returnlTT):
i**"* *****~.I~ I IrFuncoion 15h 1-. to T .. j*. "*""I /
double FLsol('f)
double ff:
double "IT:
fo'r(k= :fIl<enth iii[3 1:k++)
iii--:
fir(k= I:tff>enth( iii+ 11 3]:k++)
111++:
Tr= (Tff -enthl iii][3] I,)/enth l iii+1 l[3]-lenth[iii][3] )*Itc lt+enth[iii][ I]:
returnl('IT):
double Ttol l(TT.ii)
double TT:
int ii:
double I1II:
P/"** simple T to II rcl, i 'relaons
if(swich == I)
I I T <= l'sl7i2tu )'
flliil] = .o :
IiI = c'IT-2())*cpcis:
if'(T > Tsolidus && IT < Tliuiwdus)
fl[ii] = ('l -I'lsoidus)/(l'liquIdus-''Tsolidus):
[IIl = lis + flliil*(Il-ilIs):
if(TT >= T'ligllidus )
fl[ii] = 10:
IlI I = HI + ( I'-TlCiquidus cIdl.:
return( II 1).
/"****l::l: *: : : : : grwth kinetics inlmdelling I*** "**** ****
if(swtch == 2)
I-IH = lIsol(Tf) + fl[ii]*Illf:
return( 1H11):
else if(swtch == 3)
HH = I lsol('l'r):
tfl[ii] = (17 - enth(iiil[ II)/(enflth( iii+l I l -enthliiil[ 11) * (enthI(iii+l J[31-enthiiii[3I) + entfiii][31:
retun(l 1H-):
P: Function 16b T t II ) *1""."I
double I-Isol(rT)
double IT:
double 111:
int nset:
nset = (T-enIh[ 1 ][ 1 )/ldel+ 1;
IIH= ('T - enth[nsetl l[l)/tdelt :: (enth nrset+ i 2ll ]-euthl nset [2l)+enthl[nset 1[2]:
return(IllII):
/"**** " ** DETERMIIINI(;(' )N( 'INTRATI()NS anid liquidus temperature ..:'**:"'' /
void conc( )
/"* c)mplctely liqluid case /
if(XI >= Xe)
XI= Xe:
Tliq=Te:
else if(Xint<=thsut)
X1=Xt:
Xs = kpar'Xl:
Tliq = Tin + nun*Xl:
/ **** completely siolid case "/
else if(Xint>that &&L VI"EL >= <ddr)
/* don't change Xs or XI */
/** solute redistriIbutIi - assumes 1o 'Olid dillusiOM. perlcct lim. nixing .
/** sheil eC. equLIvelent **i
else
XI= (Xl'I(tht)t-X7int)-Xs:':pdt"V .L.) /(thot-(Xinlt+pdtl': VEl)):
Xs = kpai'Xl:
if(XI>=Xec
XI=Xe:
Xs= I-Xe:
ifl www>nus+ I && www<nmLII )
X[wwwj= (11[wwwl* XIwww VIL*pdt/J xwww IXs)/( 11wwwI+VIEL'*pd/dxiwwwi):
else ilfXint > thsub && Xint < thutt)t
X[wwwl= (fll www *X[www+2 VEL*pdt/dxIwwwj*Xs)/11wwwl+2*V'l *p't/dxiwwwt):
for(i=www+ I1:i<=numII:i++)
X[iI=XI:
Tliq = TIm + Iun Xl:}
/************ Function 17 - calculaiion 1o0 veltcitv l'1'It */
double intvel()
double W.vel.aitem p.pitemnp.i'l'liq..pTiq.Xs.VA.VAD..xx:
/* correction for 1/2 dx elements */
xx = dx[wwwl:
if(www==n IIlum)
xx = dx[wwwl/2:
if(www==(inuims+I))
xx = dx[wwwl/2:
ppDT = pl)T:
pDT = DT:
ppVEL = pVEL:
pVEL = VEL:
depenth2():
vel = VEL.
i'( pmIodec== I)
printf("Tli = ': If. Tim = ' m l•ln nun = ': If. Xl = '.A ll\".'lTliq.Tn.inm.Xl):
printf("Tliq = '. If. Tliquidus = ' Il\n mnm = '; Il\n".Tliq.TlIiquidus. 1n):
printf("DT = ';Ilf. itemp = ' I. l'Iliq = '3 If \fn".D)T.itemnp.Tliq):
vv = fopen("vel_dt.dat"."a" ):
felose( vv):
return(vel):
/************:: FlunIctiiIn 1X - ('alculatinll • r11'e precise interface temperature */
double pinttemnp()
double TIT:
TIT= (Xint - xlvvvl)/(x[vvv+ I -x[w'vvl) " (plemfp l vvv+l I-ptemp[vvvl) + )tempc l vvvj:
return(TT):
/********O***:" Function IX - C('lculation ) cillmlore precise interlace temperature */
double in(temp(xx )
double xx:
double IT:
TT= (xx - xIvvvl )/(x[vvv+ I -xl vvvl) ( tenp[vvv+ I j-tempI[vv lv) + templ[vvlj:
/********** Functi)in 19 - I:ractit'n - calculate chlange new. liquid framlICIlls /
void fracli"nl )
lilt xx:
if(Xint <= thsI1ub)
ftr( xx=( lui+ns+ I):xx<=mllll:xx+--)
fl[xx = 1 .():
return:
else iflXint >= thtt)
tor(xx=( nulllS+ I ):xx<=iZIuInI:xx++ )
fll[xxl=() ():
l'e(Ull :
else
tor( XX=( numIIS+ I ):xX<w'\Vww:xx++)
I l[xx I=().O:
tl[wwwj=( x[wwwl+d xfww,'j1/2 )-Xint) /dxl www :
if( www=nulls+ i
flfwwwvI= 1-2*(Xilt-thsul )/dxl wwwl:
ilt' www==nuin)
fliwwwl =2..-- htht-Xint )/dxl w w wl
ft)r(xx=( www+ 1 ):xx<=lnun:xx++)
fl[xx1=l .0:
return:
***: * r.* * F llEluciOl i A - prillt Il lil ;/
void printa()
char dununy[301:
int xx:
double tcremp[551[2]:
int tc.nn=().g:
if(m>= I &&in<=5) /* prints to screen
printft("in = i'A d\n".m ):
priintal( I.
if(mn==3!)
printl("Cexamine gro wth\n):
dtsuin2=(0.0;
if(dtsuini >= pfreql I pnpmode == I) /* prints to screen '/
printf( "\ndeposition rate = 'A If mm/s \ndeposit thickness = 'A If nm \ncycle no = '7.3.0d \npass no.= 'Y 3.011n".( 1000*ddr).thdep
printfT'Td = 'A/,7.21f. lid = 'A 10.211f. ld = 'A 5.31tf1".Td.IId.fld):
printl'("tcycle =' If sec \ncvcles time = ' If scc\n\nt".tcycle.atdurinc):
printa l():
dtsuin I =().0:
if(dtsum2 >= pfreqc2 I pmode == I) / prints to files
printa2():
/****K*")I*** photing tc1( locations ,
tcf=fotpen( "tcsunrf.teinp"."a"):
tcLt=f()pen( "tctine.lemnp"."." ):
tcl=tfopen( "teplotl.temnp" ."a"):
Lc2=lipe n "(cplhi2.temp .a" :
tc3=li0pcn( "ICplot3.tcnlp"."0"):
tc4=li1pent "tepphtl4.tLemp'."ia"'
tc5=lifpen( "tcpl)t5 .tcmp ."a").
th =open( "dIcpthick.daLt ."a'"):
dr='•open( "ddr.dit"."," :
tdr=folpe n( "ldr.dat"."
tdr=lipen "Ildr.dat"."a" i:
hdr=lofpen "hdr.dat"."' "a
tetcmp[ll[ll= =cxl:
tcteLmp2][L11 = tcx2:
tctempl3][ 11 = tcx3:
tctemp[41[ 1 = tcx4:
tetmp[5][1] = tcx5:
printf("time= 'X If. hums= '"d. Luni= '4 d. in= ',d\n".timnel.nuiLs.luin.nmll 1:
for(tc= I :tc<h:tc++)
if tctelimpI tc I 1 I<=rthdep I
printlf(" -- (C= ';dI\n".(eLI:
wv h i le( ==0 t
il((ltctelllpitc II i+(IIhs.Il)>=X 111tiuns+nn && (lCteminpl t 11 j+l+hsuIJb)<=XIlnuinls+nnI l])I
tctein p(Itc II2 1= (Ltclep[tcIf I I+thsub-x(IumLIs+n, I 1)/(x[ zmnunis+nn+ 11-x[nuims+Imn1 )*(temp(nums+,im+1 j-
temp[ n umns+nn I )+temnp[ Inums+nn 1:
priintf'"nn= '; d. tc= 'd x=  'Aif. xtc= 'A/ lf".nn. te. l. nuIns+nilll.((ctemplll tc[ l]+thsub));
printif", 2= x  f. t1=  'A If,'. tctemp= ',.7.211. t2=
%lt\n".x[nums+nn + 1 I.teInpI nulns+nn I.tctcip[tc ][2 I.temnp[numls+nii+ I ):
else
tctelmp[te 112]=0.0(
fprintf(tct."% ;liln".( tlile+sirillulle )):
fprintf( tcf."'A I\lln" .temIpli 1.n I1):
fprintf( tc1."'' Inll".telempnl 11[21):
fprintf(tc2."'.: I n".Lctempl 21[211:
fprintf(tc3."'A I ln".tctempl 31121):
fprintf( tc4."'A Illn".lctemlpl 41[2 I):
fprintf(tc5."'•l\n".Ltelemip5 1121):
fprintf(th." It\lln".(xl nnII I-thsu b)):
fprintf( Idr."nt\ . ".Ti' d 1):
fprintf(hdr."7'1 Ilin".IlId):
fprintf(dr."'% ll\n".ddr):
fprintf(fdr. "%f\lln". fld ):
tClose(tcf):
flose(tel ):
fcllse(tc I):
fihlose(tc2):
fclose( tc3):
fclose(( c4):
flosc( tc5):
tihlose(drl):
fclose(tfdr):
felosc(tdlr):
fclose(hdr):
fclose(th):
dtsun2=(0.0:
if(temnp[nu1 I>=( teIn p[()l+ 1 i
printa fl():
printf(" " 'n"i:
.gets( table):
if((Itenp[nuin -tttenp >= 1.
print ("teip[nui l-ttcimp > I. tieinp =.; 7.211\N".ttemp):
printa I ):
ttemp = teinp[inu1n 1:
/**** printal ***/
void printal()
double dIdx( )
char dumninv 3(01
int xx:
pnntf(" time = ': II\N iter = d\".tne.l I:
printl(" i 1 X ptemllp telip Jlt/dx I'll 11 I dx(ltuni) XI I1111Ct':
printfl(" qlU iId\n"I):
•or(xx=nuin:xx>0:xx--
printl(" ''13d '/ 8.611 'i 5.311 'A, 8.41" 'A 8.41f '/112.211 ' .f 'X. A9.51 ' 9.51f A 14.31f '• 14.3111n"
.xx.Ilfxx I.X[xx l.ptem pl xx i.tenp[xx J.(temp[xx I-teip[xx- 1 I)/(x[xx I-x[xx-
1 ]).Pl[xx 1.I [xxl.dx[ xx I 00)().x[xxl 1 ()0()00.qIuxx .[xxd[xx] ):
printf(" thisub='.7 4.31f. thtot='• ).81f. thdep='%9.81f. dx[numl='A-').81f. IITFLI IX/QFL IX = 'A 7.511\n"
.thsub.th11t.tlhdep.dxnnui 1.1 TFII. IX/QFLI TX):
/******* ***'*I ***::4 Function B - print Miutl - to enthalpy.dat and plot files -:***:I*.: **********/
void printa2()
double zero.xtopelem:
all=folpen( "all .dat"." a" ):
op=fm pen( "enthal py.d at"."a"):
te=ftropen( "tenp. tenp"."' " ):
fr=fopeci(" 'iractit n.tes lI". " i"):
s2= fopen(" sp:ace2.temp' ."" i.
tm=fo pen( "time.term p" ."" i:
pl=fopen( "pooldc pth.ternp."," i:
srf=fopen( "surLf.temiip"."'" ):
for(i= 1:i<=numIs:i++)
fprintf(te."%X.41f ".temnp[li):
for(i=(nums+ 1):i<=nuin:i++ I
fprintf( tc." ' .41f ".temnpl i]):
titr(i=(num++l ):i<=(numt fin+2 ):i++
fprintf(te."%'/X.41f ". 10000)(00000.) I:
tprintl(te. "\n" ):
fotr(i= :i<=lnums:i++)
fprintf( fr."'A 5.311 f ".0.0):
for(i=(numIs+ 1 ):i<=Inuin:i+ )
fprintf(fr."(1 5.31f ".l]i]):
tir(i=( lnLmn+ 1):i<=( nurnlfin+2:i++)
Iprintf(fr." %5.31f ".0.0):
fprintIf( fr."\n"):
fprintf( tin."% 12.1 ()1 lt\n".(statmtine+iinme ii):
fprintf(slf." 'A.).4111n".ptcmp( nu1u 1 ):
flose( srf):
flose(all):
felose(te):
fclosel r):
fclose(s2):
fcclse( pl
fclosewl•) I:
fc hse( tin :
i$******* :Ull'Ci ll :\ - plill llCCEI): ' /votid priA i( )
char dununyl 30]:
int xx:
i(Q pintlde== 1)
gets(table):
if(solid != psolid)
printf( "psolid= ' 211. scidlt='211. Xinl= ';7.61C. vv2=%~d\n".psoiid.s7id.Xint.vvv):
psolid=solid:
if(VEL> 10X) I VEL<= (-I 000 )
printf("iET'IN( 131(; --- VI-L = , 14.01\n"):
if(( Xint-ths ul )>=thin )
printf'"(Xint-thsuh) >= thin\n"l):
print 1( ):
thin = 100.:
il(flt==0.() && tsw'ich == 0.()
printf("tlt==().() && tswch == ().()\"):
print I():
runtime = time + 0.0005:
tswtch = 1.0():
if(flt<=1lsunm )
print ( ):
printf("***\n***\n***\n***\n***\n**'\n***\n***\n fisuln = 'lIf 11t = /•lf1n**\n".lsum.flt):
flsum = 1lsuin -().()5:
if(dtsuml >= pfrel 1 I p[mode == 1 ) /* prints to screen .1./
itemp = inttenmp(Xint):
DT = itemp - Tlil:
printf i"\,nn***I* Time= 9 If(sees). V IL=' 10.711. IDT= '/ 10.711. itemnp='A 14.811. TIlI = 0 .411n"
Stime. VEL. DTYI. itcmIIp. Tliq):
print2( ):
dtsumn 1 =0.():
if(solid== 1.0)
printf(" ctinpletely soitld depsit \n"):
else if(sc)lid == 2.0)
printf(" a thin po()l exists \n"):
else if(stolid == 3.0)
printf(" cc)mpletely liquid deptsit \n"):
else if(solid == 4.0)
printft" a thin s1lid layer exists \l"):
else if(solid == 5.0)
printt(" interface in same element \n"):
else
printf(" interface has passed thru ain element!!\n"):
printl(" i tl X ptemp tcmp c&t/dx PI'll I dxlmmun) x(n11n)"):
printf" LIu qd\n"):
't)or(xx=nlltlm:xX>NVV:"XX--)
printf(" "3d 1'8.611 'A 5.31f '.41f ' 8.411 '; 12.21f %X.11f ' 8.11 l9.51f .9.51f I 14.31f % 14.311\n"
.xx.fl[xxl.X[xxl.ptemfpi) xx ].teCmp[xxl.( temnp[xx I-tenllp[xx-ll )/(X[xx -x[xx-
1 li).PII xxi. I[xx l.dxflxxi* l'000.x[ xx I l()()00.).ul xx].Cdj xxI):
printfl" VEL= '" If Tint = ' =0.51f T'i  i 9.51f Xint = ', 12.101l\n".VEL.itemip.Tliq.Xint):
()]rIXX=VV%:XX>= : XX-->
prinll(" ' t ld 8.6I1 '. 5.311f ', 6.211 '.A 6.211 '. 12.211f '." S.I 'A .IIf I' 9.511 0'. .511 '3 14.311 'A 14.311\In"
.xx.ll xx I.XI xx I.pItepl xx I.tcmpPIxx I.(tCci pi xx I-tCmpl xx- I J)/( xxx I-xI xx-
1 I).' Ilxx .III xx11 .IJx I xx l 1(()(.x xx I* I()()()00.u[jxx I.jd[xx]):
prntli"ddr= '. 5.311. thsuLh='4 4.311f. Xint='., ,If, tht9t='i. 0.8If. pokldepth='.; 8.lf'. dxl inim l=';' 9.8lf. I ITFLI IX/QFLI IX = 7.51
.( 1)00(1 :dhr ).thsub.iXint.tht't.p1l'i.dx (numIIl.I FI.IT IX/QFI.I IX :
if(nm>= i 'In&&m<=5 j "I : prints ito screen /
print2( :
if(m==; )
printt"cxamiine gr(wth\nl"):
* gets( table ): ':!
if(tempi 11um1 l>=tIciimpII()l)
print2( ):
etsitablet)'
if((tempnuml -ttemnp) >= I .
prinltf( . num= 'i . C='/ 7.(61 T= '' 7.211 itcimp= ') 7.21f Xinit='A 12.911 S='A 2.0()f.\nthtI,= 'A X.71f vv= ' d 11= .%4.21f II= %7.01f
.num.timCe.tCenp 111n11 i.ileCm fp.Xit)t.sItlid.thtlt.vvv. fl[ inm 1.1-11 il.  IM):
/* printS( ): */
ttcinp = (clmpt luln 1:
if'(dtsumn2 >= pl'frc2 pmIl)dc== 1 / primts to liles
printl ):
dtsum2=0.0:
/******* **:::: : : L Cti)l B - plillt tL - t e Ilpy.d t llnd p t files ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: /
void print I )
double z.lerl.Xtotpelem:
all=ft'pe( "all.d at".".."l :
,p=ftpcnC "Lehthall'y.dat". ""):
te=tpemp( "teLmp.cr n p" ."" ):
Ir=tipe II( "fi•,ctin .tcmIlp"."a" :
s2= fopen( "spacc2.tcm p" ."i" ):
tin=l fpcn "t imc.Lcmip" ." " ):
vl= fipe n( "intvel.cImp"." a" ):
LIC= -fopel( U" IIdic ro ui I. l ." np ):
p l=fpeni "po,,ldeplh.tI m p". "a " ):
fxu= Ipen( "flux Iu.temp" ." u" :
fxd= fipen( "fluxd.temp"."a" ):
srf= fnpc n( "surf.temp ." a" p)
tlq= fpel( "tliq.temnp"."a" ):
tntl=fopcnl "int.tclip"."a" ):
fxi=fipe ln( "iflu x.temp "." a" ):
d tc=l'(Ipenl( "dIc(lcrt.cIImp"."a" ):
xs= 'pell "xs.tcln p"."a"):
xl =fopen( "xl .teni p"."a").:
vv = l ICfIIen("vcl _ t.dt"."i"):
foTr( i=1 :i<=numns:i++ )
fprinlf( ce."', S.41f' ".C-emnpl iC):
ftr(i=( numns+ 1 ):i<=num:i++)
Ipritlf( tc."'. X .41 ".tcnpl i j):
for(i=(ln+l):i<=(ltlnllull- -2):i++)
fprintf(te."' X.411 ".1000000000.0):
fprintf(tc."\n" ):
fprintf( tin."'. 12. ()111n '.i tartlime+time )):
fprintf(uc."', 12. 101I) n".I)I')
0luxu = kdep(pteimpl nlmllun .111tltIll In )'*( ptelpi 111111n -pcmtelpL1[nu11i- 1 j)/(Xjum II -xU - I i1):
lluxd = ks*( ptem p nu r n i-ptemnp( nuIns- II )/dx(I nuns- 11:
lux = dd*( IlI I[www I-1I [ wwwi )*dxl www /(dL*I lf):
fprintf( fxu. '1 12. 10(1l\".i lu xu):
fprintf( fxd."',' 12. 101(1\½ .fluxd):
fprin t f(slf." ':)9. 411 n".p tcn piln u I):
fprintf(tlq."'; )9.411 n".TI'iqi ):
fprint f(tnt. "'. 9.411½ n".itcnp:).
fprintf(dtc."' 9.41 \1n".1( rtnplp Ilumns+ I -pteinpi[ h ums])):
fprintf( fxi.' '9).411n ".flux):
fprint f( xs."' 9.71 11n ".X.,
fprintf(xl."', 9.711fn".X ):
fclose(srf):
fIohse( tl ):
fclose(tnt):
Iclose(dtc):
fclose(xs):
fc lose(xl):
fclose((p }:
fclose( all):
tfclose(te):
fclose('fr):
fclose(s2):
fchlose(tmi I):
tclose(uc):
fclose(vl):
f'close(pl):
fclose( fxi):
fclose(fxui):
fclose( fxd ):
fclose(vv):
/:s******::: l:I: ::I:I::i: :LIC(.l()11 ( - plr illt )11(2 - t) ,.CIc escre nL 1 4= =
void print2()
printf("\n**** mIodc= ;d. Msizc= ',X .61f. grit)wthl= ', 14.1211. ".mode.( 1000'*snsize ).( 1000i*growth));
printf('"grncw= '/ 14.121f. dxnew= 'A 14.121f. ddr= %( 12.1 .01lln".( 1 000()*rnew).( i ()000*dxnew).( 1 000*ddr)):
printf(" it = %l0d. new it = ',Id. dt = 'Y 14.121lN1n\n".k.n.dt):
printf(" ppVEL = ',10.611. pVEL = 10.61f. VEL = '%10.611. V('='/ 12.101\'n".ppVEL.pVEL.VEL.VC):
printf(" Tliq = 'A 10.51f. itemp = 'A 10.51f. vvv = '.d. www= Acld\n".Tliq.itcrnp.vvv.www):
printf(" ppDT = ', 10.611. pDT = ', 10.61f. DT = 'X 10.611\n".ppDT.pDT.DT):
printf(" Xs = '110.81X. XI = ' 10.811f. Xint = 'Al I.81f. Xinterri=', Il\n".Xs.XI.Xint.Xinlterr):
printf(" kpar = '(/.lO.l1f. dt/pdt = 'A.l.711\n\n".kpar.(dt/pdt)):
/* * : :*:E:c:m::n:c:::l:: t'ticu Dill - prillt out3 - It() piot files :' :::'" * *::"  :): /
void print3()
sp=fopeIln("space.lJeml) '." -w"):
printf("EIXEC TIN(G I'PRINT3\n"):
for(i= :i<=numns:i++)
fprintf(sp."' ,. I2.711\n".xj i ):
for(i=(nums+1 ):i<num:i+-+
fprintf(sp."'% 12.711\n".xfil).
fprintf(sp."%'. 1 2.711\n".x[ nuni ):
for(i=( "um + l):i<= num fin+2 ):.i++)
fprintl(sp."''A 12.711\n".xli] ):
I()()
Ich)sct sp 1:
/***************:: [Functimi l" - print (ouIt4 - to phlot files c************
void print4()
la= fopen( "lasttemp.dat".""a" ')
printl( "EI-XEC ITIN(G PRINT4\n :
tfr( i= I:i<=nuIn:i++)
fprintf( la."' 12.411t\n".tenp i] ):
ftlose( a):
:*I :****I*=f:s::*: ]LIIunctIII 1F - print (utl - It) enthalpy.duat and plot files **********
vt)id prlnt5()
pl==opcn("plraln I l.dat"."a"):
p2=fpen( "paraum2 .dlt" ."a" :
fprintf(p 1 ." 15.1311\n ".tiime ):
fprintf p 2 ."%7.211fn ".tcmpiL unis ):
fclosc(pl );
fclose( p2):
1()01
